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Sophmore wins
presidency by 508
votes; largest voter
turnout since 2002
BY RYAN

T.

BLAIR

In one of* the most overwhelming landslides in
recent memory, sophomore Hutchinson Williams
won the FUSA presidency with 819 votes Tuesday
night, defeating junior Ryan Neubauer by a margin
of 508 votes.
"I'm very excited, and things couldn't have gone better. I want to assure everyone that it's gonna be a great year,"
said Williams amidst hugs and high-fives from supporters.
"With regards to the margin, I guess the numbers speak for
themselves. But I'm really happy with the voter turnout, I'm glad to see so
many students that came out to vote. Regardless of who wins or loses, we want
someone for whom a large part of the student body comes out and votes."
Williams's running mate, Megan McConville '08 captured the Vice
Presidency with a less commanding majority, defeating junior Ashley Toombs
604-512.
"I'm really excited... very, very happy," said McConville. "It was a tight
race, I was up against great competition. Obviously people have high expectations, arid now it's even more important that I do a good job."
"It was so close," said Toombs with a tear in her eye. "It was a good race...
I plan on looking into other possible positions in FUSA."
"I was kind of surprised [Williams] won by so much, but it was still a great

SEE "STUDENTS" P.
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This (rising) junior is a mint: Williams waves enthusiastically to supports after Tuesday night's win.

FUSA announces Dashboard
Confessional as spring concert
BY KELLY SHEEHAN
"Hands down," FUSA members said
they were proud to announce Tuesday
night that Dashboard Confessional will
be the university's spring concert, scheduled for April 6.
"We are extremely excited," said
Jon Velotta '07, co-director of FUSA's
concert programming board. "This was
our first choice."
Dashboard Confessional is an emo
band, led by singer-songwriter Chris Carrabba. Although Carrabba often tours as
a solo acoustic act, a fully equipped band
will accompany him to Fairfield.
FUSA was notified that Dashboard
had accepted the bid, which was submitted the previous week, only hours
before the information was released to
the student body.
"I feel like when students hear about
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this, it's going to be well received,"
FUSA President Jessica DiBuono '06
told The Mirror before the announcement. "I think we're going to get good
feedback because this choice was catered
to what students want."
Many students were happy with
FUSA's pick.
"I think a lot of people like them,"
said Will Yost '06. "I know a lot of people
who talk about them a lot."
Meg Malinowski '06 said she is
thrilled that Dashboard is coming to
Fairfield.
"They're one of my favorite bands,"
she said. "I think it's great that FUSA
got them to play here. It's hard to appeal
to an entire student body, but I think
Dashboard is a good fit for many of the
students."
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This year's voter turnout was the
highest showing since 2002, with
more then 33 percent of students
voting. For a full story on voter
turnout, see p. 7
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A PICTURE'S WORTH
A THOUSAND VOTES
PHOTOS BY RYAN T. BLAIR, KATIE MCCARTHY,
ELYSE RABY, AND MARK

G.

SERVIDIO

Rockin' the vote: Hutchinson Williams '08 emerged victorious on Tuesday night, winning the position of FUSA president by a margin of 508 votes. However, it was a long day
for all the candidates, who spent the day campaigning in
the BCC. Clockwise from right: Vice presidential candidate
Ashley Toombs '07 sets up balloons near her and presidential candidate Ryan Neubauer's '07 campaign table in
the BCC Tuesday morning; president-elect Williams takes
a moment to reflect shortly before the election results were
announced; running mates Toombs and Neubauer console
each other after learning of their election loss; Williams
and his running mate, vice president-elect Megan McConville '08, smile and celebrate their victory; a glimpse at the
bustling crowd that filled the lower level of the BCC Tuesday night, including candidates, supporters, current FUSA
members and the staff of the HAM Channel.
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Hayden: no reason for U.S. to stay in Iraq
Political activist, member of the "Chicago Seven," speaks to students
BY BEN DOODY

Just like in the 1960s, Tom Hayden
can't get over how absurd the whole situation it is.
He can't get over the fact that, in his
words, despite the fact that a majority of
American citizens, American soldiers and
Iraqi citizens want the United States to get
out of Iraq, the Bush administration doesn't
seem to care.
For Hayden, a man famous for, among
other things, the role he played in anti-war
demonstrations at the 1968 Democratic
National Convention as part of the "Chicago
Seven" and his status as the ex-husband of
Jane Fonda, there is no reason for continued
American intervention in Iraq or in many of
the other places troops are stationed around
the globe.
"If you want the war to end," he told an
audience on Tuesday, Feb. 28 at the Dolan
School of Business, "you've got to end it because the people who started it aren't going
to end it...they can't admit mistakes."
The whole problem, Hayden said, is
that the United States, and particularly the
Bush administration, is deathly afraid of the
United States being viewed as a failed superpower by the international community.
But, he said, in order to win a war, a
nation needs three things: soldiers, public
opinion, and allies; none of which the United
States has. He said, according to opinion
surveys, the majority of soldiers favor troop
withdrawal and that the military is having

great difficulty recruiting new soldiers.
Moreover, a majority of Americans
oppose the war and disapprove of President
Bush's job performance, and the United
States now has so few international allies
that control of some areas of Iraq has been
assigned to the Fiji Islands.
Hayden's lecture was given to an audience of mostly anti-war partisans, most of
whom supported his opposition to the war
in Iraq and applauded loudly when he compared the Bush administration's ignorance
to that of a monarchy.
But he also spoke, at the beginning of
the lecture, about his emergence from the
editor of the daily student newspaper at the
University of Michigan to one of the most
famous activists of his generation. •
His original goal, he said, was to be a
foreign correspondent for a newspaper, so
that he could "get out of the suburbs." He
went to protest marches, not with a picket
sign but with a pen and a notebook, and
interviewed people like Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Malcom X.
He sat on the political sidelines, for the
most part, when black students in the south
marched out of their high schools and stood
up against segregation. He watched as the
Civil Rights movement picked up momentum and as America's most politically active
generation began to speak up.
Then he came to a realization that
changed history. "There was quite a difference between taking action and observing
it," he said.

Etyse Raby/The Mirror

Hayden speaks to a full-capacity crowd in the Dolan School of Business Tuesday night.
And with that, the newspaper editor who
wanted to get out of the suburbs emerged as
the spokesman of a generation.
He founded the Students for a Democratic Society and wrote its mission statement, the famous Port Huron Statement. He
advocated President Kennedy to create the
Peace Corps, only to realize further down
the road, he said, that American presence
overseas was "more a part of the problem
then a part of the solution."
He married, and then divorced, Fonda,
served 18 years in the California State Legislature, and wrote a book, not about any
war in America, but about the struggle for
a united Ireland.
Now, his hair gray and his temper a bit
cooler, he is trying to get out the same message that he delivered a generation ago: that

it isn't doing any good for American soldiers
to come back from a war in body bags.
Since many of the students in attendance, not caring much about what he
had to say, got up and left as soon as they
had enough information to convince their
professors they went, a fitting topic of conversation was the level of student apathy
that exists now that did not during the war
in Vietnam.
But, Hayden explained, today's students operate under immensely different
circumstances.
"It's a false comparison on the surface," he said. "I could be drafted and I
couldn't vote. If every man and woman on
this campus had their vote taken away and
could be sent to Iraq, this campus would be
in rebellion."

Senate investigating prices, amount of used books at bookstore
BY BETH CASCIANO

FUSA Senate is investigating the price
of books in the bookstore to see if it is possible to reform the system to make textbooks
more affordable. A major problem the bookstore faces is when professors turn in their
book requests late.
According to Barbara Farrell, the manager of the Fairfield University bookstore, a
normal procedure for obtaining books that
professors request on time starts with logging
the order into the bookstore database in order
to find out how many used books the store
will need to find.
The bookstore acquires used books
through books that are sold back to the store,
as well as. from wholesaler warehouses of
used books. Lastly, the number books that
can not be obtained used are then ordered new
from the publisher.
"When professors turn in book requests
late we are not able to buy back books from
students for half price," Farell siad. "We also
are not able to find books in the warehouse
because there is not an adequate amount of
time and the inventory is depleted."
The only solution is to buy new books
from the publisher. The deadline for book
requests for the spring semester is Nov. 15
If a request is not placed, the bookstore
follows up with the professor and it is then
the professors' responsibility to submit a

request. When professors hand in requests necessarily sure what classes they will be
late, the price of books increases for the teaching for the next semester by the deadline
student because the student is forced to buy that is set by the bookstore. "I don't even
new books rather than used. When book re- always know what I'm teaching for the next
quests are late, students also lose out during semester," said Adjunct Professor Heather
buyback because a student receives half of Parady.
the original value if the book is being used
next semester at Fairfield.
FUSA Senator Jenna Siraco, chair of
the academics committee, is conducting an
investigation into the names of professors
who consistently turn in requests late to the
bookstore.
"Currently, Senate is in the process of working with the bookstore," said
Siraco. "At this point we have received no
list. Once more information is acquired the
Senate Academic Committee will discuss
plans for dealing with the issue."
"I buy my books on the Internet," stated
Alison Sikora '06. "I cannot always get the
books used in the bookstore, but I can find
them in the used books section of Amazon. .
com".
"It's really not fair that the professors
always expect us to hand things in on time
when they are not handing their requests in
to the bookstore on time. It really shows a
lack of credibility," say Kristen Peirano '06.
"I would be really interested to see the list
of professors that handed in their requests
late."
For adjunct professors it can be even
Out with the new, in with the old: Students
more difficult. Adjunct professors are not
books.

"I do try to do it [hand in requests] on
time," she said. "I love that we can do it online. They are making it as easy as possible.
This semester you even got entered into a
raffle if you handed in your book requests
on time."

Jim Scholl/The Mirror
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Anita Hill speaks about equality to FU
BY BRIANA KEENE

Anita Hill, one of Fairfield University's Open Visions Forum guest
speakers, spoke on Feb. 23 about
gender and racial equality in the Supreme Court.
Hill, best known for her public
appearance during her allegations
against supervisor Clarence Thomas,
said she dreams about a new and
better court with more equality for
women and minorities. She said
society's input can aid in a successful,
powerful and balanced judiciary.
Hill, a graduate of Yale Law
School, highlighted the factors that
contributed to her hearing against
Thomas, who was confirmed to have
sexual harassed her at Yale. Hill also
talked about how her gender and race
has played a role in society's understanding of equality.
There is a "problem of equality
and legitimacy" in our contemporary world, Hill said. She said that
ideologically, there are women with
experience, as well as minority can-

didates, who are ready to step up and
grab a seat in the Court.
"The public wants a body that
reflects them throughout," Hill said.
Hill announced her readiness to
challenge the court and its judicial
decisions regarding minority and
women's standpoints in the political
world.
"We still haven't stepped up to
change this and challenge this," she
said.
During Hill's speech, audience
members frequently broke into applause.
Hill said that changes or steps
forward will not be taken unless full
gender equality evolves.
"What will be our legacy of our
time?" Hill said.
Although Hill's speech represented zest and power, Amanda Love
'09 said Hill wasn't even-handed in
her presentation and could have been
a bit more open-minded.
"I thought that she was very liberal but stuck to what she believed,
which was gender and racial equal-

ity," Love said. "I do believe that she
was very one-sided."
Hill's reputation and activism
will be seen in future political lectures
and debates, with her determined attitude and strong deliverance on topics
such as racial and gender equality.
Hill is a renowned speaker and
activist who focuses on law and human rights. She is currently a professor of social policy, law, and women's
studies, and has also published two
books.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED! JunkBusters ISO
friendly, outgoing, in shape
students for regular part time
work. Experience driving stick
shift a + but not necessary.
$9-10/hour plus tips. Flexible
hours. Call 203.913.1210.
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CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE
Great opportunity for the right
person. Live in an awesome
studio apartment in Westport
for very low rent in xchange
for p/t child care assistance.
Must LOVE children and
have a SAFE driving record.
Interested please call Jennifer
at (203) 221-1496 for details.
HOUSE FOR RENT
2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR
"Green Turtle" at the Beach
Call Tom 203-426-6927
Call TODAY!
FAIRFIELD BEACH
2 apts, 466/468 Reef Rd "The
Brothel", 1 appt. has 4 brms,
2 full baths,
W/D, DW, LR, DR, awesome
kitchen, yard, porch, OSP.
2nd appt. has 2/3
bdrms, full bath, W/D, LR,
DR, kitchen, pantry, OSP. Call
John @
203-231-4020

Cal1 Mark at 203

( ) 256-6594
to place /our ad for as low as $20!

ROOMATES WANTED:
Large house on Fairfield
Beach Road in quiet area.
1200 sq ft. Washer + Dryer.
Excellent condition.
Call 917-733-8577
TWO HOUSES FOR RENT
on Reef Road. Walking
distance to the beach.
Three Bedrooms, 1 bath,
Washer & Dryer, Large
Kitchen
Terms: Available for Summer/
Fall 06, 9 or 12 Month Lease
Call 917:574.8179
HANDS-ON BARTENDER
TRAINING.
1 or 2 week courses.
Extensive job placement.
Lifetime free refresher
classes.
NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
Fairfield, CT. Established
1984. Licensed CT/DOE.
(203)338-8221 .
www.learntobartend.com
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HOUSE FOR RENT
2/3 bedroom house for rent
on Fairfield beach roach.
Living room, washer/dryer,
large back yard, 1 bath.
Available now, also showing
for Summer '06 and Fall
'06. 1200sqft. Excellent
condition. (917)733-8577
FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD
Charming, fully-furnished
cottage available for the
upcoming school year - Fall
'06.to Spring '07. Ideal for 2-3
occupants. Spiral staircase
to loft. Sliders to huge deck
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Students without StagCards turned away from voting booths
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

race," said Neubauer. "We'll still have a great year."
"We are enormously pleased," said Rick Fasano, FUSA
election commissioner for this year's race. "I give all the
credit in the world to the two separate candidates. They
all ran such tight races, and the turnout exceeded all my
expectations."
While the turnout was indeed the highest in four years
(see story on page 7), the election was not free of irregularities. Due to what Fasano called a "clerical error," all
ballots for Senate candidates in the Class of 2008 were
deemed inadmissible.
'"There was a problem with the ballot submitted to the
town. One of the candidates petitioned because her name
was completely left off the ballot. I was more than happy
to grantjier request for a run-off election next Tuesday,"
said Fasano.
Political drama was not limited to Tuesday's proceedings. Other problems arose well in advance of election
day.
A Staggering New Rule
One of the most radical changes to the election code was
the inability of students to vote without their StagCard.
"We did it for logistical purposes," said Fasano, the
student-court appointed election commissioner of this year's
race. "We didn't want to have to deal with driver's licenses;
we wanted to streamline the entire process."
"We thought it lent an air of legitimacy to the election,"
Fasano added.
FUSA President Jessica DiBuono '06 offered a dissenting opinion.

"I went to the StagCard office and payed $25 to buy
a new one. I didn't have a StagCard and they wouldn't let
me, the FUSA president, vote," said DiBuono. "I think it
was an important measure, but I really don't think that a
less interested student would have gone to the same lengths
to vote."
When he learned of this, Fasano expanded on his rationale for not allowing outside IDs.
"It's not as though you're paying 25 bucks just to vote.
Your StagCard is your campus identification, so we felt it's
great for people who have it, and unfortunate for people who
lost it or for seniors who don't carry it on campus."
Neubauer disagreed.
"I think it's frustrating; it's counterproductive and
hypocritical. [Fasano] got up in front of Senate and charged
the student body to get out and vote, and then they reject
valid IDs, IDs that are accepted by the U.S. government."
"It's weird for juniors and seniors especially, because
what does a junior or senior need a StagCard for otherwise.
They don't live in dorms or have meal plans," said Kieran
Gilligan '07.
VP-elect Megan McConville '06 said, "I think it's
unfortunate that people were turned away. We made a great
effort to get people out, and it's unfortunate that they were
unable to vote."
Great Ballots of Fire
Commissioner Fasano intended to align candidates
on the ballot based on their ticket. As the ballots were
printed in Tuesday's election, Neubauer was on the same
row as the opposing ticket's VP candidate McConville, and
Williams was on the same row as Toombs, his opponent's
running mate.
"We wanted to list the candidates as they campaigned

together," said Fasano. "A number of people raised concerns
immediately."
Senator Tim Rich, in addition to "several" other FUSA
officers, challenged the measure, citing the election code's
non-recognition of tickets.
"I filed an appeal because I didn't think it was morally
right for [Election Commissioner Rick Fasano] to be changing the code within seven days of the election," said Rich.
"Candidates sign a piece of paper saying they will adhere
to the code. I think it's unfortunate that [Fasano] continued
to change rules up until election day."
Fasano and the rest of the committee changed the ballot
per the wishes of Rich and other vocal insiders, resulting
in the somewhat "confusing" ballots in the machines on
Tuesday.
"I didn't find it to be too confusing because I took the
time to note it," said Evan Barden '08. "On the other hand, I
can easily see deceptive elements. Any average voter might
have voted for the VP following their Presidential choice
simply out of routine."
As commissioner, Fasano reserves the right to change
the code as often as he deems necessary under Section VI
of the election code.

For a full list of election results, visit
The Mirror online
at
www.foirfieldmirror.com
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Dashboard Confessional accepts FUSA's spring concert bid
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Caitlin Ledwith '07 shared Malinowski's excitement.
"I can't believe that Dashboard is coming," Ledwith said. "I was a big fan in high
school. This is.very nastolgic for me."
But other students said they were not
happy with the decision.
"I think it would have been cool to see
that Dashboard was playing Fairfield, if it
were three years ago," Keith Whamond
'04, Mirror Managing Editor emeritus
said. "Fairfield always goes after the 'not
quite washed-up yet but more than halfway
there' acts."
DiBuono said FUSA tries to stay informed about the student body's musical
interests year-round.
"It's not like we pick bands that we
[FUSA] like," DiBuono said. "We talk to
our friends, other FUSA members and the
administration to get a general idea of what
people want."
' •
"We want to appeal to a large group,"
FUSA Vice President Kristina ChOmick
'06 said. "We could never please everyone,
but we aim to please the most people we
can."
Velotta said he is happy with the
spring act selection because Dashboard
is in a "different genre" than Guster, the
university's fall act.
But Lisa Scialabba '07 said she thinks
FUSA chose a band that is very similar to

past acts.
"I'd like to see a rap band come,"
Scialabba said.
FUSA spent approximately $45,000 on
Dashboard, according to Velotta.
"It was exactly what we were shooting
for," he said. "We would never have gone
much higher than that." .
DiBuono said FUSA looked into
several other musical acts, yet declined to
release the names of the artists.
"We want to focus on what we did get,
not what we didn't get," DiBuono said.
. "I don't think students could be any
luckier," DiBuono said. "It's difficult to
get two concerts in one year."
Chomick said comedians are usually
not as expensive as musical acts.
Velotta said FUSA opted for an earlier
date in April for the concert in order to
avoid competing with larger schools, such
as the University of Connecticut, during
their "Spring Weekend."
"We have to be open to all dates," Velotta said. "It's also not a matter of fitting
bands into Fairfield's schedule. We. try to
fit into their touring schedule."
Fairfield still expects to see Black 47
return to campus at the end of April during
the university's May Day and Spam Jam
weekend.
The Dashboard Confessional concert
will take place in Alumni Hall. Ticket sales
will be announced as soon as possible,
FUSA said.

Contributed Image

Not "so impossible": FUSA nabs another musical act, Chris Carrabba and Dashboard
Confessional.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed. From a challenging
yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will become intellectual colleagues. From
live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from 83,000 to full
tuition. For more information, visit http://Iaw.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Outstanding faculty
Rigorous academic programs
Six concentrations
Extensive experiential
learning opportunities
* Student faculty ratio 15:1

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
TAX

SCHOOL OP LAW
Hamden, Connecticut
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Student turnout soars after last year's record low; 1170 ballots cast
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

At the top of sophomore Hutchinson
William's campaign platform has been the
seemingly simple and deceptively complex
goal of building school unity. Whether or
not this is an attainable goal remains to be
seen, but after Tuesday's election, one thing
is for sure: 819 Fairfield students are already
behind him.
With 1,170 students, or about a third of
all full-time undergraduates, participating in
the 2006 FUSA presidential election, voter
turnout soared after last year's record-low
turnout of only 892 students, or about 25
percent of the student population.
"The fact that more students came out
means more people care," Williams said.
"I gave a speech in the cafeteria yesterday
saying if you don't vote, don't complain."
The freshman class had the highest
number of voters with 458, while 388
sophomores and 243 juniors voted.
"The main reason I vote is because
when I complain I like to justify it," said
Gary Pelletier '09.
As is typically the case, the senior class
had the lowest number of voters; only 81,
or approximately 10 percent of the class,
participated. Seniors can be a difficult for
candidates to target because many are not
concerned with who leads the student body
after they have graduated.
"I didn't vote because it doesn.'t really

\
•
Mark Servidio/The Mirror
"Single file, please": Senator Kaitlin Albiez '07, Chief Justice Chris Gradel '06, and member of the Election Commission Laura Marie Marciano '06 check in voters in at the polling site in the lower level of the BCC on Tuesday.

matter to me who wins," said Sarah Leonard
'06. "I won't be around next year to see
the results of my vote."
Many seniors live at the beach and
may not make it to campus to vote for various reasons, including having internships.
Some juniors may not be on campus to vote

because they are studying abroad, although
these students do have the option of submitting an absentee ballot. This year, seven
juniors voted by absentee ballot.
Traditionally, candidates have spread
the word about upcoming elections by
posting flyers in dorms and hanging signs.

One new advertising venue available to
candidates this year was Fairfield's green
space; for the first time, presidential hopefuls were permitted to place lawn signs
around campus.
In past years, FUSA members have
expressed hopes to increase voter turnout
by- giving students the option of voting via
StagWeb. While there are currently no
plans to implement this method, it is an
idea that has attracted the interest of many
students.
"I feel it would increase voter turnout dramatically," said Chris Gradel '06,
chief justice of the Student Court. "Absolutely."
Current FUSA President Jess DiBuono
'06, who won the election last year in spite
of the low turnout, agreed that online voting might further increase the number of
voters.
However, she pointed out that there
might be uncontrollable factors involved
that could potentially skew the results. For
example, candidates or their supporters
might go door-to-door on election day and
pressure students to log onto their computers right then and vote for the favored
candidate.
According to DiBuono, unless voters
actually vote in the campus center in a
controlled environment, there is no way to
be sure that the results are fair.
"It. [online voting] could be an unfair
situation," she said.
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Class of 09
Come Live With Us!
♦ Living within a great community
♦ Meeting great friends, faculty, and adults
♦ Taking advantage of many trips, dinners, and social events
♦ Participating in fantastic courses
♦ Spending time talking about life issues
♦ Finding out about your life and how you want to live it

The opportunity is yours.

tian
esidential
ollege

Questions? Ext. 3325.
Applications available at:
http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmayzik/irc/index.htm
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Where there1 s a Williams...
Sophomore Hutchinson Williams won the FUSA
presidential election in a landslide victory on Tuesday night. His is a victory on several levels; not
only is he only the second rising junior in recent memory
to earn the presidential post, but this year's election had
the second-highest voter turnout since 1998. That's good
news for Williams, whose main platform was to increase
student unity. While such lofty, nebulous goals are usually scoffed at, Williams has already begun to quiet the
naysayers with one of the better electoral turnouts in
recent years.
Still, Williams finds himself in a precarious position.
As president-elect and a rising junior, he may face the
skepticism of next year's senior class, which, for the first
time in FUSA history, is not represented in either of the
organizations two highest-ranking positions. Williams
faces the additional burden of potentially bearing the
FUSA presidency, an enormous responsibility, for two
consecutive years. That is, of course, if he can hold the
interest of the student body for that long; Kevin Neubauer
'05, who lost his re-election campaign, is proof that this
is no easy task.
This is not to say we are not confident in Williams.
Indeed, we felt he was the best candidate for the position. However, he would be totally remiss not to appoint
presidential candidate Ryan Neubauer '07 and vice-presidential candidate Ashley Toombs '07 to his cabinet. Their
experience in FUSA and commitment to this university
will be crucial to the success of Williams' platform and the
development of new senior traditions - undoubtedly one
of the biggest challenges he will face during his term.
Williams won with a mandate by virtue of his commanding lead over his opponent. However, irregularities
arose on election day that would certainly have cast out a
closer race's results in favor of a recall. It was a mistake
for the Election Commission to require a StagCard to vote
- this practice is discriminatory against juniors and seniors
who have less of an impetus for carrying the card. In the
future, all election code must be written in the interest of
including the maximum number of voters rather than excluding individuals based on petty technicalities. Perhaps
president-elect Williams can put this easy goal at the top
of his agenda when he begins his term in April.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

Should seniority warrant indifference?
THAT'S PHANTASTIC
ASHLEY PHAN

I am really not one to get involved with this
whole FUSA voting process. Maybe I should be, but
that's just not me. Honestly though, does it really
make a difference who we vote for? Has our school
really changed'all that much from one president to
the next? In my past four years here, I have not seen
anything change all that much. Actually, I take that
back; I have seen it change, and not for the better. I
do not think that concerts or events have been chosen to really suit the interests of the entire school.
I know it is hard to please everyone, but why can't
FUSAtry to please the majority of the student body?
This year, as a senior leaving this campus in May,
I chose not to vote.
And here's why:
1. I'm a senior. Should I really care all that
much? If I had voted, how would I have benefited
from it? Yeah, I will be an alumnus in years to come.
So maybe that will affect the events I will be able
to attend. That doesn't really bother me.
2. Where were the cupcakes and the
lollipops? I certainly didn't get any. Ash
lee Fox gave out some treats last year,
and that prompted me to take the
time to vote. Some of the candidates should have chosen to hand
out candy to make themselves
known around campus. Maybe
they did do this, but my friends
and I did not receive any free treats
or any friendly greets. Also, I think the
candidates forgot that seniors have the
opportunity to vote; they left us out.
That makes me sad. Very, very sad. We
are part of the student body. We have
Stagcards. We can vote too.
3. I did not even know when and where we
were supposed to vote. If FUSA really wanted us
to vote, why didn't they go out of their way to
make bigger signs, more campus announcements
or scream out "vote for me." There was a serious

lack of advertising this year.
4. I, along with several other seniors and some
juniors live at the beach, where were the signs there?
Does anyone care about us? We go to school here,
too. Sorry we don't hang out in Dolan or in the BBC
to see the signs about the candidates or the election
information.
5. Why would I take the time to vote for
people I don't know anything about, especially on
a Tuesday night when I could be out getting drunk
at the Sea Grape? I would have a much better time
doing that then stand around with people I don't
even know in the BCC.
6. I'm usually not much of a follower, but my
friends didn't vote. Why should I? They must be
just as apathetic about next year's potential FUSA
representatives as I am.
7.
I don't think people run
for FUSA positions to really help
the school, but to add something that looks good on their
resume. Hey, I can't blame
them. Being the president
of FUSA looks great on your
resume and would definitely
help someone get into graduate school.
8.
The whole thing
is simply a popularity
contest. Whoever
has more friends
is obviously going
to get more votes.
Then there are those
• who really do listen
to the campaigns, and
really think about who
can help further improve our
school, but I don't know any
Photo Illustration
of those people. Except, of
course, the Mirror's Editoral Board.
9. Free cupcakes. Still upset about those
cupcakes.
10. Again, I am a senior. I think I should let
the underclassmen determine the fate of what FUSA
will do for them next year.
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"Take the phone off the hook and disappear for a while"
KELLY'S KORNER
KELLY SHEEHAN

I'm not a violent girl, but at the end of the day, I want to take a hammer to my Verizon
cell phone.
As a senior, I live at the beach, where getting a single bar of service is like winning a small
lottery. I get excited when I have a conversation that only disconnects twice.
Did you know that after the tsunami, there were people in Indonesia who had cell phone
service? They didn't even have electricity!
But I often have to roam aimlessly around Lantern Point, hoping for a little good luck.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but the town of Fairfield hasn't been through any natural disasters
lately. Why can't cell phone companies get it right?
The United States is behind. Europe and Asia really have it going on.
Nepal recently announced that the country is fixing up remote areas with cell phone service
via satellite link. The effort is part of the country's plan to connect rural districts, which have
rugged terrain and insurgency problems.
Yeah, those sand dunes have really been a problem at Fairfield beach, haven't they?
They're getting huge! And gosh, all those Fairfield town residents trying to overthrow the first
selectman have really been out of control lately, haven't they?
I wish the United States would hook me up.
Cell phone service has been an ongoing problem for me during my four years at Fairfield.
I lived in Jogues during my freshman year and had to stand out in the quad simply to make
a phone call home.
"I have to go, Dad! I can't feel my fingers anymore!" I'd yell.

When I was a sophomore, I was fed up with never having cell phone service, and I
switched to T-Mobile. It worked well for a little while, but I felt defeated when Verizon came
and put a tower on top of Canisius.
A little warning next time, please.
I moved to the townhouses my junior year, and I discovered that my T-Mobile phone
was defunct, so I paid $ 100 and got my Verizon phone back. But senior year, I moved to the
beach, and now that Verizon cell phone is worthless.
I've called Verizon over and over. They tell me the same thing every time: "Hit Stareight-six." When it doesn't work, they say, "I'm sorry, no one gets cell phone service at the
beach."
Last semester, I was trying to give former Mirror sports editor, Bryan Mahoney '05, plans
for the upcoming weekend. Several editors from recent years were returning to Fairfield for
a get-together.
The conversation went like this:
"KEL?"
• "BRYAN?"
"WHAT?"
"ARE YOU BUSY NEXT WEEK?"
"THE BAR YOU'RE USED TO HAS FREAKS?"
You have to laugh at that. Even though I've been pretty frustrated with cell phones while
at Fairfield, one thing's for sure: they make for hilarious and memorable conversations.
Another good thing about it is that sometimes-it's a little break from the world, which is
so focused on speedy communication and technology.
It's like Billy Joel says, "Slow down, you crazy child. Take the phone off the hook and
disappear for a while."

Class of 2006 must learn from mistakes of alumni
BY ASHLEY PHAN

The class of 2006 has missed out on several traditions. Before we arrived as freshmen, Clam Jam was the talk of the school, along with several other social events that gave
each class an opportunity to connect with one another. Throughout the past four years,
the school has taken away our opportunities to experience what we had been anxiously
anticipating.
This year alone, seniors learned about the cancellation of 200 Nights and Mock Wedding, to name just a few events.
When I was a freshman, I couldn't wait until I could be a cool junior and live in the
townhouses, which at the time were not as crammed as they are now, or be one of those
cool juniors that lived at the beach.
When housing time came around for our class at the end of our sophomore year, some
of us were lucky enough to get a townhouse or an apartment, but we were all well aware
that a significant number of students in our class would be stuck in Kostka and Claver.
Picking housing was supposed to be fun, but we all sat there biting our nails waiting for
our number to be called. I prayed that we would get a townhouse, and I'm not religious

in the least.
And now here we are, the class of 2006. We live at the beach, in the townhouses, in the
apartments, in the residence halls, and some of us even commute. The school wants us to
have a sense of unity with our classmates. I think the events, such as Mock Wedding and
200 Nights, helped bring us together as a class and talk to people we normally wouldn't
associate with.
However, the blame for the cancellation of events or changes in school policies, such as
housing, should not be put on the administration. I put the blame on the behavior of the students
in the years before us. The administration wouldn't just cancel an event if there wasn't a good
reason to do so.Although I am disappointed in changes and cancellations that have occurred
throughout my years here at Fairfield, I understand why these decisions were made.
Some wise words of advice to underclassmen: Don't abuse the privelege of schoolsponsored events. For example, don't urinate on the bus back from 200 Nights because you
are too drunk to find the toilet in the back. Actions like this demand that the administration
steps up and does something about it.
. We still have Senior Week, and hopefully the class of 2006 has learned from mistakes
of alumni.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Learn to accept consequences of actions
To the Editor:
My opinion on the topic presented by Andrew
Frankel in "Recognize real people with real problems"
has swayed over the course of my education at Fairfield.
On the one hand, it would seem to be the university's
responsibility to care for our needs and, on the other,
they could turn a "pompously pious cold-shoulder" and
forget the existence of sex in the first place. I think it's
neither, and through much examination, I have come to
the conclusion that the university may in fact be correct
in how it has handled the situation.
It has certainly been established that college students do, and will continue to, have sex. I would doubt
our administration believes Fairfield University students
to be any different and/or be exonerated from such a
statement. I would even argue that a couple is having
sex as this piece is read! However, for the university to
provide products for that sex to be safe, that would be
for the university to provide an avenue and an endorsement of an occurrence not compatible with their best

interest: the Jesuit message.
As college students, moreover, Jesuit students, we
have surely been educated on the issues and consequences surrounding sex. It is our responsibility to act
accordingly. How quick we are, as humans, to point a
finger at someone else and in this case, our administration when our faults are realized. What I think we do
not realize is that sometimes these real problems and real
faults come as a function of our irresponsibility.
We are at an age where we must accept the consequences of our actions, be them great or small. A case
of Herpes and a newborn child are not the university's
problem, and in fact, are reserved for the student and
their family to handle. And for those in such dire need
of assistance, last time I checked, CVS sells safe sex
products, and a bus leaves in front of the Campus Center,
I believe, hourly.
Sincerely,
Michael Hamilton '06

Clothing drive a success
To the Editor:
On behalf of the School of Nursing we would like to thank
the Fairfield community for its overwhelming response in the
Winter Clothing Drive that was held this past week.
So many people opened their hearts and filled the Egan Chapel with bags of clothing. Donations that were made will help
keep many people warm during the cold winter. The people at the
Community Closet are very thankful for your contributions.
If you were not able to make donations at the chapel, and
still have some items to give, you may bring them to the Community Closet at the Family Services Working to Strengthen
Our Community Center at 475 Clinton Avenue, Bridgeport, CT
06605. Thank you again for your support.
Sincerely,
Kara O'Connell '06
Francesca O'Brien '06
Larissa Cranston '06
Maureen Hession '06
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Chappelle's (no) Show
The truth about the Comedy Central comedian's sudden departure from his
multi-million dollar contract and his reportedly "crazy" behavior
BY CHERYL HOLMES

it was so mysterious."
Winfrey later asked ChapDave Chappelle is undisputedly
pelle the $50 million question:
one of the most talented and talked
Will he ever return to "Chappelle's
about comedians today. So popular
Show?"
that he was Fairfield University's
Chappelle said that he has givstand-up act in the fall of 2003.
en that question much thought, and
When "Chappelle's Show" first
his attitude has swayed back and
debuted on Comedy Central, he beforth constantly, but he clearly said:
came an instant success. Two seasons
"Here's a scenario that I could come
later "Chappelle's Show" was unback to the show—I can't believe
doubtedly one of the funniest shows
I'm saying this—but this is what I
on TV. His fans love quoting his lines,
want to do. I do want to do my show
especially that of the late Rick James
again provided [that] I can make the
("I'm Rick James, b*tch!") Despite
proper work environment. I don't
the show's controversial skits, "Chapwant the money. I don't want the
pelle's Show" became the highest
drama. I just want to do my show. I
rated show on Comedy Central and
want to have fun again."
earned three Emmy nominations.
Winfrey interrupted and told
When the first season was rehim to be careful because he was
leased on DVD, it became the beston national television, but in a nutselling TV show in DVD history. Yet,
shell, Chappelle said he would like
to make the show so that half of the
Chappelle's fame reached a screechrevenues from his DVD sales could
ing halt in April 2005. After signing a
go to help people in need.
two-year, $50 million contract to con"How awesome would that be
tinue "Chappelle's Show," he walked
if people buy the DVD and they
off the set and disappeared.
do it for charity?" he asked. "So
The media dismissed his disapeven if I say something socially irpearance with claims that he couldn't
responsible, [the money generated]
handle the pressure of the new conMirror File Photo
would go to a socially responsible
tract and that he-fled to Africa to
I was only gone for two weeks!": Dave Chappelle squashes the rumors of his disappearance.
cause."
check into a mental institution. Other
For now, Chappelle fans can
speak about what happened.
rumors clamed he had a serious drug
During his interview with Winfrey, Chappelle look forward to watching skits from season three of
habit.
In the midst of all this "baseless talk," where is the bluntly stated: "Honestly, who leaves the United States, "Chappelle's Show," according to a Comedy Central
truth? Chappelle recently appeared on the acclaimed and goes to Africa to check into a mental institution? That Press release. Also, fans can check out Chappelle's new
movie, "Dave Chappelle's Block Party," which hits theBravo television show "Inside the Actor's Studio" (hosted has to be the most ludicrous thing I've ever heard."
Lipton boldly asked Chappelle if he was crazy, and atres March 3.
by James Lipton) and on "The Oprah Winfrey Show" to
Chappelle replied: "The worst thing you can do is call
someone crazy. It's dismissive. To say 'I don't understand
this person, so they're crazy' That's Bullsh*t...I mean
think about it, you have Martin Lawrence waving a gun
around in the middle of an intersection yelling 'They are
.trying to get me' or Mariah Carey signing a new $100
million dollar contract then taking her clothes off on TV
or checking herself into a hospital due to exhaustion.
No. Martin and Mariah, they're strong people; maybe
the environment [Hollywood] is a little sick."
When Winfrey asked Chappelle the same question,
he said: "I wasn't crazy, but it's incredibly stressful. And
I felt like in a lot of instances I was deliberately being put
through stress, because when you're a guy that generates
money, people have a vested interest in controlling you,
and I feel like the people that were trying to control me
were putting me through stressful situations."
So why did Chappelle go to Africa?
Despite the rumors, Chappelle admitted that going to
Africa had nothing to do with either money or fame.
"I was leaving the circumstances that were coming
with the 'new-found plateau' of fame."
Chappelle also told Winfrey that he went to South
Africa to slow down.
ICdtv
"One, I needed a break," he said. "Two, we have
family and friends down there. I felt like it was a place
"Chappelle's Show" DVDs are the highest selling DVDs
where I could really reflect...and here's the other thing:
in television history, beating out favorites such as "The
Simpsons," "Friends" and "Seinfeld."
I was only gone for two weeks! They made it sound like

The Best of
Dave Chappelle

Robin Hood: Men in Tights
(1993)

CHWPELLES
un\N
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Half Baked (1998)

Blue Streai (1999)
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A Mirror-style sneak peel

BY MARIE MONTGOMERY
AND ASHLEY PHAN

BEST PICTURE
Crash
While "Crash"
attempts to be a very
experimental, controversial, yet realistic
film, it received mixed
reviews from various
critics. The plot line is
all over the place. It's
difficult to follow the
numerous storylines
that connect in one
way or another. However, there is so much "stuff' going on that you really have to
pay attention to every single detail of the film. Written and directed by Paul Haggis,
also the writer of "Million Dollar Baby," "Crash" attempts to explore racial tensions
in Los Angeles. However, the confusion of the plot kills the phenomenal idea for
the theme of this film. "Crash" does deserve its place in this category. However, its
chances of winning the Oscar are about fifty/fifty.

Brokeback Mountain
A film with two gay cowboys in love with an explicit sex scene in a tent on a
"brokeback" mountain has Oscar written all over it. "Mountain" has an overwhelming
chance to take the win for Best Picture simply because of the controversy and publicity it has received. Almost every actor in this film has received an Oscar nomination
including: Best Actor (Heath Ledger), Best Supporting Actor (Jake Gyllenhaal) and
Best Supporting Actress (Michelle Williams). "Mountain" will definitely sweep the
Oscars this year.

Capote

Capote's story became his greatest novel "In Cold Blood." Although
the conflicting character of Capote expresses some sympathy for Smith,
he also wants a clean end for his novel. "Capote" shows the duality
of an iconic American, further blurring the line between good and evil.
Nominated for five Academy Awards in major categories including: Best
Actor, Best Supporting Actress, Best Screenplay based previous material
and Best Director, "Capote" struck out at the Golden Globes taking home
only one award for Best Actor and wasn't nominated for Best Picture-Drama.
Perhaps "Capote" will have better luck next time around.

Photo Illustration
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Good Night, and Good Luck
The audience follows the journey of journalist Edward R. Murrow in "Good
Night, and Good Luck" as he battles Senator Joseph McCarthy's witch-hunt for communism. Director George Clooney appears in the film as Fred Friendly, Murrow's
producer, addressing issues similar to those that exist today, particularly society's
treatment of those suspected of having a link to terrorism. Although, nominated for
four Golden Globe awards, "Good Night" had a disappointing night leaving emptyhanded. In addition to its nomination for Best Picture, it is up for five additional
awards including, George Clooney for Best Director.

Munich
"Munich" is the story of the aftermath of eleven Israelis murdered at the 1972
Olympics. The government of Israel sends a group of mussed agents to kill those
responsible for the attack. This is Steven Spielberg's fourth nomination in this category; however, winning one out of the four for "Schlinder's List" proves that his
motion pictures are either hit or miss. Remember "Amistad?" This is the second
film of Spielberg's career where he leaves behind his childish, imaginative side and
shows a variety of complex human emotions through the actors. Although "Munich"
seems to be a good candidate, it didn't even receive a Golden Globe nomination for
Best Picture-Drama. Nominated for five Academy Awards, it will be a close call for
"Munich.

"Capote" is the story of Truman Capote, the infamous author that captured the
story of a family murdered in Kansas by getting close to their murderer, Perry Smith.

EDITOR'S PICK: "CRASH"

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Matt Dillon-" Crash"

win for an excellent performance, including a life-like torture scene where his nails
are pulled out one by one.

Where has he been? Dillon was barely in the film, as were most of the actors. His performance was mediocre, but not worth an Oscar, let alone an Oscar nomination. He played
a corrupt, racist cop. Hasn't he always played the jerk in his movies ("There's Something
About Mary")? The Academy must have felt the need to add him as a nominee for Best Supporting Actor because "Crash" is up for Best Picture. His chances of walking away with a
win are very slim to none.

William Hurt- "A History of Violence"

Jake Gyllenhaal-"Brokeback Mountain"
Again, this seam to be a "Brokeback" year. Gyllenhaal has a very strong chance of winning
this Oscar because he took on such a provocative and risque roll, unlike past roles such as the
geeky student in "The Day After Tomorrow." Gyllenhaal has proven himself to be a versatile
and talented actor who's not afraid to take a chance, going all the way back to his impressive
beginnings with "Donnie Darko." This chance will most.likely make him a winner.

George Clooney-"Syriana"
Playing the opposite of his usual suave, handsome charming character (he was once
People magazine's sexiest man alive), he tackles a role of an ignored, overweight normal
guy named Bob. "Syriana," filled with separate story lines, makes it difficult to focus on
Clooney's character; but how can one (especially the ladies) ignore such a gem? He should

William Hurt plays a tiny role in the story of a small town man who, confronted by
criminals, kills in self-defense and brings out a hidden past. This nomination
seems to be a ploy to promote a film that is not doing so well. Hurt has
appeared recently in "The Village" and as the classically beloved outcast
in "The Big Chill."

Paul Giamatti-" Cinderella Man"
Giamatti, in "Cinderella Man" portrays the role Joe Gould, the manager
of the down-on-his-luck boxer Joe Braddock. As the fighter struggles
to regain his luck in the ring, Gould sticks by his side. Although
Giamatti appears to be a heartless business man, he does believe
in the character of Braddock and accompanies him to victory. His
performance was definitely notable; however, itdoes not compare
to some of the other actors in this category.

Editor's Pick: George Clooney
Amy Adams- "Junebug"

BEST
SUPPORTING
ACTRESS

1

Playing a child-like, out-of-the-ordinary wife in a curious family, Adams has earned her nomination in this category with her role in "Junebug."
Adam's past roles did not allow her acting ability to shine through including "Cruel Intentions 2" and a small role in "Catch Me If You Can." This
is a bone thrown by the Academy to the independent market. She was not
even nominated for a Golden Globe, so it is unlikely that she will beat out
pros like Catherine Keener.

Catherine Keener- "Capote"
Keener makes her mark in "Capote" by playing Nell Harper Lee, the

p

friend to Capote on his journey into the i
recently for her work as the love intere;
appeared in "Being John Malkovich." .
character, she is the most likely one to I

Rachel Weisz- "Con
What can I say? Weisz plays Tes
journalist in Africa. Even though you
about a gardener.. .who is constant.. .it'
performance. She's come leaps and
maybe you liked her in "Envy," "Runa
cause I did.
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With additional reporting by Nick Caruso, Sean Corbett,
Cheryl Holmes andJess Mitchell

BEST ACTOR
Phillip Seymour Hoffman in "Capote"
Hoffman's character in "Capote" portrays the famous
I by Mari Heenan
author's life while researching a Kansas family for his book, "In Cold
Blood." Hoffman has made a career as a ■
lual Academy
character
actor, whose face is unforgettable
js air this
in several films such as "The Talented Mr.
|, at 8 p.m.
VBC.
Ripley." Hoffman's performance in "Capote"
seems to be cleaning out the award shows
by receiving the Golden Globe award for Best
Performance by an Actor in a Motion Picture-Drama
and the Screen Actors Guild award for Outstanding
Performance by a Male in a Leading Role. There is no
way he will be going home without an Oscar.

to make money, D'Jay dedicates most of his time to creating and shopping demo
tape. He encounters many hardships along he way and continues to "Hustle and
Flow." One key characteristic of a solid actor is versatility and because he actually
emerged himself as a believable actor, displaying intensity and musical knowledge
on the mic definitely increases his chance of taking home
Best Male Actor.

Joaquin Phoenix in "Walk the Line"
Perhaps the most demanding role of his career, Phoenix
strutted his stuff as Johnny Cash in the biography of
the late rockers life. Directed by James Mangold ("Girl
Interrupted") and written by Mangold as well, "Walk
the Line" proves to be a serious contender in this year's
Oscars, with Phoenix leading the film to victory. Phoenix
has come a long way since his past efforts, including
"Signs," "Ladder 49" and "Gladiator" and "Walk the Line"
proves the extent of his talent.

David Strathairn in "Good Night, and
Good Luck"

Heath Ledger in "Brokeback Mountain"
Strathairn plays Edward R. Murrow, a popular
journalist in the 1950's, who takes on communist
hunter Senator Joseph McCarthy. Strathairn gives
a truly moving performance, leaving the audience
looking for the "Murrow" in our society. Strathairn is
forever endearing, but probably not endearing enough to
seize the Oscar in this category from the hands of Phillip
Seymour Hoffman. '

That hottie from "A Knight's Tale" cut his hair, put on
some spurs and shifted his sexual identity for this one.
The story called for some dry love on some cold nights
with "Donnie Darko," and Ledger even added his own
ridiculous Johnny Cash-esque voice into the mix. He
represents strong competition for Hoffman,

Editor's Pick:
Phillip Seymour Hoffman

Terrence Howard in "Hustle & Flow"
Known for playing the onscreen bad boy, actor
Terrence Howard, who plays the aspiring rapper/pimp,
D'Jay, is up for Best Male Actor. Pimping young women

BEST ACTRESS:
Judi Dench- "Mrs. Henderson Presents"

w

seems longer than reading the novel. They should have made a category for taking over
two hours to kiss an attractive man. Then she would definitely have a chance.

Dench, who would probably be handed a nomination for sneezing in a film, previously won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress as Queen Elizabeth in "Shakespeare in
Love," spending all of 15 minutes on screen. Dench is up for her performance as Laura
Henderson in "Mrs. Henderson Presents," playing a rich widow that starts a performance
hall, eventually endorsing nude venues. This is her third nomination in this category.
However, Dench did not snag the Golden Globe for Best Actress-Comedy.

Reese Witherspoon- "Walk the Line"
How could you not love Witherspoon in "Walk the Line?" This is quite possibly
her best performance since her heartbreaking role in "The Man in the Moon." She has
moved from teenie-bopper movies such as "Just Like Heaven" and "Legally Blonde" to
a more sophisticated role as Johnny Cash's love interest. The most impressive move on
Witherspoon's part was taking on the challenge of singing all the songs herself. She has
even admitted that she never considered herself a singer, but she did a hell of a job. She
definitely deserves to take home the Oscar this year. Her chances of taking home the win
are very high knowing that she also took home a Golden Globe.

Felicity Huffman- "Transamerica"
Huffman plays Bree Osbourne, a pre-operative transsexual who has been living successfully as a woman and is preparing for her sexual reassignment surgery.
When Bree learns that a son she fathered in college has been arrested for hustling,
her psychiatrist insists that she meet the boy and resolve their relationship before
the surgery can be approved. Although a strong performance, it is unlikely if
Huffman can compete with Witherspoon and Dench.

Keira Knightley- "Pride & Prejudice"
Keira Knightly is nominated for Best Actress? Maybe it would make
sense if she had an American accent and flawlessly used a British accent,
but doesn't she already have a British accent? Even so, there are several
students right here on campus in Theatre Fairfield that can do a better
accent than her natural one. Regardless of this seemingly foolish choice
of a nominee, Knightley is nominated for her role as the proud Elizabeth
Bennet in the adaptation of Jane Austin's novel. This lengthy adaptation

ind of a killer. She is most known
t in "The 40 Year Old Virgin" and
lways a great support to the main
ke the Oscar home.

stant Gardener"
;a, a hot bad-ass activist pregnant
robably had no interest in a movie
definitely worth seeing for Wesiz'
»ounds since "The Mummy" and
way Jury" or "Constantine." Be-

Charlize Theron- "North Country"
This might be a "Monster" of a year for Theron. Although "Country," got excellent
reviews and was a highly anticipated film, the film simply did not do as well as the producers had expected. Theron gave a heartbreaking performance and her acting was impeccable
as usual. "Country" did not get the recognition had deserved.

Michelle Williams- "Brokeback Mountain"
From "Dawson's Creek" to the Oscars? Perhaps the Academy ran out of
candidates for Best Supporting Actress. How long was she in the film for?
It seems as if she was given this nomination because she got knocked up by
the star of the film. Her performance was not memorable whatsoever. So
it's hard to even comment on her acting. She does not deserve to be in this
category at all. Her chances of winning are about one in 200 million.

Frances McDormand- "North Country"
McDormand plays Glory, a coal mine employee who must battle both
sexual harassment and a crippling illness in the Charlize Theron-led "North

Editor's Pick:
Reese Witherspoon
Country." This is her fourth nomination. McDormand won a previous Oscar
for her work in 1996's "Fargo." With her previous experience in film ("Almost Famous," "Mississippi Burning"), McDormand is a solid contender
for the Best Supporting Actress category.

Editor's Pick: Catherine Keener
For full reviews of "Brokeback Mountain," "Walk
the Line" and "Good Night, and Good Luck," check
outfairfieldmirror.com.

Editor: Tara Touloumis
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Mr. O'Brien, would you like Splenda with that?
The Mirror explores what it's like to intern for one of the hottest TV shows
BY ALI BART

Pouring coffee. Running errands. Stapling papers.
The grunt work of a student intern can
be tedious and often vapid, unless, of course,
you are working for someone famous, such
as Conan O'Brien.
Meghanne Malinowski '06 is one
Fairfield University student who was able to
avoid a paper pushing internship and land a
position worthy of envy.
"I have always wanted to work at
Conan O'Brien," said Malinowski. "I applied to the internship program at NBC and
requested to be placed in the 'Late Night
with Conan O'Brien' section. A few weeks
later I got the call for the interview, and a
couple of weeks after that I found out I got
the internship."
Running around the NBC studio and
getting Conan's coffee (a large hazelnut
filled three-fourths to the top with a small
cup of skim milk on the side) is just part of
Malinowski's daily tasks.
On taping days, two days a week,
Malinowski starts at 9:30 a.m. delivering
newspapers and opening up office doors.
After manning Conan's assistant's desk until
the assistant arrives with the rest of the office
crew, Malinowski's job is strictly limited to,
well, anything that needs to be done.
Some of her errands include running
tapes down to the studio, picking up Conan's
dry cleaning or even being an extra in a
skit.
Malinowski's work appeared in one skit,
"Kids' Drawings," where Conan shows pic-

tures elementary children drew of their trip to
the "Late Night" show. Channeling her inner
artist, Malinowski sketched a portrait of Max
Weinberg, Conan's drummer, photographing
a woman in a bathroom stall.
"I was pretty psyched to see it on the

At 4:30 p.m., Malinowski hands out
shirts to audience members as they enter
the studio, then walks around handing out
the schedule for the following day. This is
her favorite part of the day because of the
opportunity to meet celebrities.

James Nguyen/The Mirror

"Late Night" starts early: For Malinowski, working with Conan O'Brien and meeting
celebrities is worth the hour and a half commute on Metro North.
show," she said.
Mimicking the handiwork of those lacking fully developed motor skills is all in a
hard day's work for Malinowski. But her job
does not end there.

"This is one of the more fun tasks because we walk past the dressing rooms of the
day's guests," said Malinowski. "So far I've
met Anthony Hopkins and Jason Priestly."
After a few more hours of viewing the

live taping of the show, getting the dinner
orders ready and making sure everything
runs smoothly, Malinowski's day is over.
Malinowski has been lucky enough to
meet the funny man himself a few times.
"He's really tall and very friendly. He
always says hi to everyone in the office,
including the interns, and you can tell that
he's pretty tight with some of the writers,"
she said.
In addition to his friendly demeanor,
Malinowski reports that O'Brien's onscreen persona is not far removed from his
real self.
"One time I caught him doing a dance
to some ridiculous music in an office, so you
can tell that how he is on the show is true to
himself," she said.
When the show is not taping, Malinowski goes in once a week from 10:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. during which time she and
the other interns "run the office."
"We watch 'The Price is Right' and
daytime TV a lot," she said. "But we also
have to answer the phones, do the mail and
if employees are in, we have to help then in
anyway we can."
Although Malinowski did not get the
internship through Fairfield University, she
encourages students to seek out internships
and do so early.
"I applied pretty early and I would recommend the same for anyone who wants to
work there," she said. "They receive a lot
of applicants."
And working for Conan O'Brien is one
sweet resume builder.

Back up from down under: Fairfield still puts the "FU" in run
entitled to hear from someone who is happy to be back.
I lived in Brisbane, Australia, for about 5 months and
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO DAN
loved every second of my time there. I loved the city, the
nightlife, the Australians and the other Fairfield students
DAN SHANNON
who I studied with while abroad.
Located halfway around the world and essentially fending for myself with the help of my friends and the students
So how was Australia?
and faculty at Australian Catholic University was one of
If I had a nickel for every time someone has asked me the most liberating and exciting experiences someone my
that question over the past two months I would have ap- age should have.
proximately $ 12.20. I don't mind being asked that question
I went to Australia knowing one other person, my roomover and over since my trip was really amazing. But I do mate Brian Hubbard '07. While I was in Australia I was
hate seeing the disappointed look on the faces of questioners able to develop some relationships and bonds with other
when I give the standard "it was amazing" answer.
Fairfield students that I'll have for the rest of my life. It's
I know what you're thinking, and trust me, this is not hard to put into words the kind of relationships you build
just another article about the perks of study abroad. I'm with people when you're away from everything you have
going somewhere different with this one.
been used to in your entire life. These people become your
During the past few weeks I have been back at Fairfield, family for a few months.
I've heard students mention, and even read in this newspaIt was for this reason I was so excited to come back
per, that adjusting to life back at Fairfield University has to Fairfield and see those people again. On my last night
been really difficult for them. I can't blame other students in Brisbane, I thought about everything I had done and the
for feeling that way because, of course, they're entitled to people I had become close with. I thought about how it
their own opinions and feelings.
was never going to be the same again. At first I was disapHowever, I can't help but feel the need to use this pointed that I had to leave it all behind, but as the plane
space to try and express the way that I feel about being was landing in Los Angeles something occurred to me: I
back at Fairfield. I think people in the junior class and the was coming home!
underclassmen that did not, or have yet to, study abroad are.
Now I will be able to see my family, my friends from

home and my friends from school. I was able to watch the
Bruins and Celtics, eat a good piece of pizza and have a bagel for the first time in months. I was able to go back to my
regular schedule of watching four "Seinfeld" episodes a day
and, above all else, I was able to sleep in my own bed.
I was home for a few weeks before coming back to
Fairfield for the first time and those few weeks were helpful in my transition period. I still ended up coming down
here twice between returning from Australia and the start
of the spring semester.
Since returning, I have not thought about how much
I miss living in a big city or experiencing nostalgia about
accents, scenery or trendy bars. I've only thought about
how amazing my experiences were abroad. My thoughts
have turned to how I can now have some amazing experiences with my Fairfield friends as we embark on what will
probably be the two most memorable and fun-filled years
we may have at this school.
Once again, every student is entitled to his or her own
opinion and reservations about returning to Fairfield. If I
had two suggestions for sophomores and juniors looking
to go away for a semester, it would be to go abroad and
have a great time and come back to Fairfield and have a
great time.
I suppose when people ask me how Australia was, I can
now say that it was an amazing time that I would not trade
for anything, but it sure is great to be back.
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Here comes the bride? Not in Connecticut
Marriage rate in Connecticut lowest in country, according to survey
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

Koerner. "The more letters after one's name, the less likely one is to rush to the alter."
As always, money comes into play. Connecticut boasts the United States' secondFor those of you convinced that the future of you and your significant other is written highest median household income (the No. 1 is of fellow marriage-phobic state, New
in the stars, you may be dismayed to find that the numbers tell a different story.
Jersey) and thus a high cost of living. Connecticut singles have the money to maintain
The state of Connecticut was found to have the
their independence, yet cringe at the thought of buying a
lowest marriage rate in the nation in 2004, according
first-home for a family. The article points out that, of the top
to the National Marriage project at Rutgers University.
10 most expensive states to buy a home, five of these also
There were just 24.2 walks down the aisle per 1,000
have a place on the list of lowest marriage rates.
single Connecticut women over the age of 15, while
However, Connecticut's (and.other northeast states')
states such as Arkansas numbered 75.5.
population's tendency toward cold feet is not a completely
The runner-up to Connecticut for lowest marriage
negative trend. States that have lower marriage rates also
rates is California (26.4). Then follows Pennsylvania
boast better economic standing.
(27.4), New Jersey (30.4), Massachusetts (30.4) and
Also, these lower marriage rates have translated into
New York (30.6), all states from which the majority
lower divorce rates. Connecticut numbered 3.1 divorces
of Fairfield University students hail from.
per 1,000 marriages, while that of Arkansas was nearly
Why is there such a marriage phobia? Brendan's
double. So hey, at least when Connecticut singles do decide
I. Koerner's article, "I Don't," originally published
to take that walk down the aisle, it is more likely that it is
in Slate, attributed the low marriage rate to three
for the last time.
major factors: city-dwelling, high education and
So where does that leave Fairfield University students?
affluence.
They attend school in Connecticut and generally hail from
Eighty-eight percent of the Connecticut poputhis or another slow-to-marry state, are near and may plan
lation was classified as urban in the 2000 census,
to work in the city, have (or are hoping to make) money,
according to the article. Plus, the proximity to New
and are in the process of attaining bachelor degrees. All of
York produces many commuters (as is the case for
these attributes make up a typical marriage skeptic.
many of the other low-marriage-rate states). Koerner
Students do not sound too worried.
says that city dwellers tend to be skeptical of marriage
"I feel that in college, students don't really spend time
and more likely to live with a partner without sportsearching for a spouse," said Matthew Stopa '08. "We're not
Mari Heenan/Photo Illustration
ing their ring. Additionally, the state ranks fourth in
really sure what we want, and [we] enjoy the social aspect
the nation for percentage of residents with bachelors For love or money?: When young Connecticut residents plan
of college trying to figure it out."
degrees and fourth for percentage with advanced tfieir futures, marriage doesn't seem to weigh in for the educated,
"We actually just talked about this in my American
degrees. Intellectuals want to finish and use their affluent city-dwellers.
Society class," said Lauren Tuthill '08. "Almost everyone
education and tend to be more open to untraditional
in the class planned on getting married about 3 years after
values.
college graduation, while no one planned on never getting married. So I guess marriage
"Education level is a good indicator of a person's willingness to get hitched," said is in the back of students' minds, [it is] just not an issue right now"
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We Are Open Late!

OWNED AND OPERATED BY BOARD CERTIFIED PHYSICIANS

Thurs. 11a.m. - 2a.m. Fri - Sat. 11a.m. - 3a.m.

OUR PREMIUM SERVICES

Regular Hours Sun. - Thurs. 11a.m. - 11p.m. Fri. - Sat. 11a.m. - 12a.m.

spray on tanning
waxing
laser hair removal
spa facials
massage therapy
microdermabrasion
Acupuncture

Fast Free Delivery!
■*•

•

a!

f/4) !!•»• «t Mon.-Thurs.-Pick-up only Can Not Be

* r IZZa IS AlWayS l/4 r flee Combined With Business Discount

* Soda is Always Free everyday!

men's & ladies gift certificates available

see chart below

Periconne, B. Kamins, DERMAdoctor skin product lines

* Desserts are Always 1/2 Price everyday!
with min. purchase

10% off services with Student I.D.

* Business Discount 15% off & Free Soda everyday!
1/2 Price Desserts!
DOUBL

RAiNB W

Super Premium Ice Cream reg. $<WJ§ $2.49 per pint
Awarded Best in America!

Cakes
New York Cheese Cake, Chocolate Mousse, Snickers Bar,
Reese's Bar, Carrot, Tiramisu. reg. $5*19 $1.99

FREE Soda
1
1
2
3
4
5

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

20 oz. with purchases over S3.00
20 Liter with purchases over $10.00
2 Liters with purchases over $20.00
2 Liters with purchases over $30.00
2 Liters with purchases over $40.00
2 liters with purchases over $50.00

call us at:

374-2400
Don't Miss Out on our
Great Specials!

Fast Free Delivery!
1275 POST ROAD (AT BRICK WALK) FAIRFIELD, CT 06824
WWW.TURQUOISEMEDICALSPA.COM

MIRROR PRESENTS:
InDesign Layout Seminar
Thursday, March 2nd
outside the Mirror office
Lower level BCC from 7-8:30
Free 90 Minute session

Learn how to design everything from
newspapers to magazines

See how its done every week

Learn valuable skills from your own peers

Come to our weekly budget
meeting at 6 and have some

FREE PIZZA
Then join us for the workshop
Contact the Mirror with any questions at x6600 or themirror@stagweb+fairfield.edu
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Seniors: how to relive the joys of freshman year one last time
THAT'S PHANTASTIC
ASHLEY PHAN

Nearly four years ago, when I began my freshman year
as a naive 17-year-old, I quickly picked up on the common
trends that most freshmen did to have fun, fit in and just
learn how the whole "college thing" worked.
When my friends and I were freshmen, we couldn't
wait to be upperclassmen with cars, live in the townhouses
or at the beach, throw crazy parties and most importantly
turn 21 and not have to worry about whose fake ID we were
going to have to borrow for the night and whether or not it
was going to work.
When I think about those days, I have come to realize
that my most memorable experiences all occurred in that
very first year here at Fairfield. It was actually exciting not
knowing if we would be able to find the party at the beach
or if we would be able to get into a bar.
Even though we weren't successful about 75 percent
of the time, the anticipation was the most fun for us. We
would play music while we got ready, chalk our IDs, try
on about a thousand outfits, borrow each other's clothes,
take turns doing each other's make-up and most importantly
take a million pictures.
The most pictures I have are from freshman year; every
time I look at them I can remember the exact moment and
tell a story about the night. I miss those days.
To all upperclassmen, I recommend you relive what
we all did when we were freshmen before you finish your
years here at Fairfield.

1. Walk in a pack of friends to "prime time" dinner
at Barone, find one of those long tables in the back, watch
Jojo dance to the hip-hop music with his broom, scope out
potential "hook up" candidates, discreetly stare at them and
then walk by their tables at least four times to get another
drink or dessert and make yourself noticed.
But most importantly, stay at least an hour and a half
and watch as the sports teams arrive in packs. (There might
be someone who hadn't caught your eye in the past.) Then
make sure to walk back to a residence hall altogether in a
ridiculously large group taking up the entire sidewalk..
2. Take the town shuttle to go shopping or the on-campus bus that never arrives on time, and try to get the driver
to drop you off at a non-designated part of campus.
3. Keep your door wide open and blast Camron's "Hey
Ma" and anything by Dispatch downloaded from Kazaa.
While doing this, constantly instant message anyone you
know and leave the annoying "dah dah dunt" noise on.
4. Walk in packs (girls, wear your shortest skirts and
highest, most uncomfortable heels) to the townhouses in
freezing weather and hop'from house to house to find a
party that will let you in. If unsuccessful, girls-ditch the
guys (they are just using you to get into a party), and find
a guy's house to hang out in.
If you are fortunate enough to "stay the night," gather
your clothes (if you can find all of them or remember where
they ended up) and hold your head down so that no one can
see you wearing the same clothes from the night before with
disheveled hair and proceed with your "walk of shame."
Don't feel bad if you get some "funny" looks, it happens
to the best of us.

. 5. Socialize until all hours of the night outside of
Jogues, smoke some cigarettes (even if you're not a smoker),
talk on your cell phone - that's if you can get service - and
bring a guitar outside to have some Dispatch and Green
Day sing-alongs.
6. Hook up in the dorms in the most creative places
possible: lounges without locks which are accessible to
anyone at any time, shower stalls shared by everyone in
the wing and leave the condom and its wrapper wherever
it happened to end up and, if you are really desperate, Ryan
Maresca '06 recommends the laundry room (you can probably get pretty creative with the machines).
7. Call for a cab, wait outside in freezing weather along
with at least five other groups of students that also called for
a cab, run for the first one and head to the beach. When you
arrive at the beach ask someone that looks friendly where
the parties are. Chances are that the "friendly" person will
send you in the wrong direction and give you a name of a
house that doesn't even exist, such as the "Ugly Freshman."
After realizing that you have no chance of finding a party,
especially at the "Ugly Freshman," sit outside the General
Store with the other unsuccessful freshmen and wait for
a cab to arrive. Then once again, argue over who gets a
cab first - usually it's the girls wearing the least amount
of clothing.
8. Most importantly, find a fake ID and head over to
the former Clubhouse to see whether or not you will get
rejected. Then try Black Rock and Blue; if that doesn't work
then run across the divided highway to the "townie" bar as
a last resort and complain about how unfair it was that the
bouncer didn't accept your ID and accepted someone you
know is under 21.

Professor calls for student activism to help war-torn Darfur
BY KEVIN SCHNEIDER

Many of you have probably seen the green "Save Darfur" banner hanging up in the
campus center. Those who have missed it may have noticed the green "Live Strong"
look-a-like bracelets on the wrists of many students around campus. Many of you are
also probably wondering what Darfur is and if it is some type of lame spin-off on Save
Ferris Bueller.
The "Save Darfur" campaign is in recognition of a genocide that is currently occurring in a region of Sudan. Open warfare began in early 2003 when the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLA) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) attacked
military installations. Shortly afterwards, "Janjaweed" militias acquired government
approval and support to eliminate civilians who were from areas considered disloyal
to the Sudanese government.
It has been close to three years since warfare began and according to reports by the
World Food Program, the United Nations and the Coalition for International Justice,
"3.5 million people are now hungry, 2.5 million have been displaced due to violence,
and 400,000 people have died in Darfur thus far."
In addition, according to a New York Times article dated Feb. 28, the Darfur conflict
had spread across the border of Sudan and into neighboring Chad, "deepening one of
the world's worse refugee crises."
The woman behind the campaign here at Fairfield is English professor Gail Ostrow.
As a student of hers, I was lucky to be a part of one of the first groups of people to learn
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
about Darfur on campus.
Calling
all
Fairfield
students:
The
banner
hanging
in
the
campus
center
is one way
However, it was her Introductory English class which set the project into motion.
professor
Gail
Ostrow
has
tried
to
publicize
the
conflict
in
Darfur
and
encourage
a wider
One student in particular, Lauren Loomer '09, took matters into her own hands. She
student respose.
suggested participating in the sale the Save Darfur Web site was having and selling
wristbands, magnets, lawn signs, postcards and the big banner that was hung up in the
be sufficient to raise awareness and money for Darfur. She has composed a letter to all
BCC.
"After hearing that there was a genocide going on that I had no idea about, I knew of the churches and synagogues in the Fairfield/Bridgeport area, as well as the Fairfield
Clergy Association, requesting that each of the houses take a turn hosting the banner.
that I needed to somehow spread the word," said Loomer.
Because of delays and shortages, the materials were not ready at Thanksgiving, as She also intends to contact two mosques in the area.
On Jan. 30, Reverend Brockman from St Paul's Episcopal Church in Fairfield has
hoped, but instead in December after the semester had concluded.
taken
the banner to be displayed in his church.
Ostrow was able to raise $149 selling the items at congregation events during
"If you are wondering why I do this, it is because I can't not do it. I already slept
winter break.
When the spring semester began, Ostrow brought the items here to school to sell to through The Killing Fields of Cambodia, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Bosnian ethnic
the student body, and while students have made purchases, there have not been enough. cleansing. And I'm one of the good people," said Ostrow. "The lesson for me about
Darfur is that after growing up asking how the Holocaust could have happened, I now
She still has plenty of items available.
Ostrow realized that hanging the banner in the BCC for a couple of weeks would not know the answer. It doesn't take much indifference for evil to triumph."
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You know it's siblings weekend when...
Let me guess... your major is lookin' fine.
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by Dan Otfinoski

College Crossword JUDOKULOJc

JUMBER
PUZZLE
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Court TV
ACROSS
Across
1. small natural hill (can be paired
with death)
6. make a fool of
10. actress Caroline
14.
atcha boy!
15. eject in large quantities
16. Italian currency, today
17. connected by marriage
18. Bulgarian money
19. Wu-Tang was one
20. sailor
22. name preceding de plume
23. otherwise
24. Former SNLer Gasteyer
25. for court, it better be air-tight
27. Time zone for Chicago, in short
30. e.g., 0 or 1
32. distorted circles
36. South American wood
37. not under
38. shade of brown
39. popular musical
41. stripper attire (hyph.)
43. spoken orally
44. Texas city
45. how old you are
46. reproductive body produced by
plants
47. craftsman, specializing in stone
or brick
48. not yeses
49. often paired with trial
51. not new anymore
53. Roman 64
56. Picasso outcome
57. decease
61. river in Italy
62. lower house in Ireland's parliament
64. famous actor Clark
65. another name for the wise men
66. charitable contributions
67. type of Amiidae

68. leerer
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by Joshua O'Connell
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PUZZLE#i-EASY

38

43

54

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they iippearoncein
each row, column, and nine-box squar e.

13

23

"
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■ 49
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37

39

53

8

18

20

27

11

7

'
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150
56

61

62

65

66

68

69

69. woodwinds use this
70. endures
DOWN
1. greek letter
2. nada
3. leaf used as writing paper
4. humpless camel
5. It's been on NBC forever
6. high speed internet option
7. unconfined in nature
8. oppose authority
9. Hindu religious teacher
10. not a giver
11. part of a ship
12. important times
13. top of the heap
21. clueless
26. Shatner show
27. plants used to make cocaine
28. hair holder
29. forbidden

48

11

52

S

'

63

58

59

60

64

.
»
31. acquire
33. relating to bees
34. language; GSN show
35. knowledgable mentors
40. French goodbye
41. Can be a Plus or Super
42. tasty morsel of gossip
44. During World War II, for
instance
47. group spirt - works best when
high
50. Weather Channel tool
52. court procedurals fail into this
category
53. not cool
54. doctor's office tool
55. American playwright William
58. wading bird
59. wall slot
60. gas station chain
63. tune in, turn on, drop out

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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PUZZLE#2- MEDIUM
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2
8
3 6
1
5 8 7.
•
4 5 1
6
2
1
7 6 8
3
7 1 2
9
1
7 8
5 9
4
7
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7
2

1
9 3 7
8
1
3 2 8

2
7

8 5 1
4 7 6

6 9

2
9

5
9

6 2
7

4 5 6
9 7 2

9

7
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8 5
9
7 4

5
2 8
1

2

6
8

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

4 8
1

5
4

9
5

7

3
7 5 8
6

3
1

PUZZLE #3-HARD
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6 2 3

5

6
7 2

3
1 8

9

5
Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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COFFEE BREAK
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...to farting!...to STOP...to Alix...to gorilla glue, its got pieces
real gorilla, so you know its good...to poopy pants...to girlfriend:
freaking out, at least mine made us cookies...to living in a pinl
room and punching someone in the face for no reason...sorry.,
to the na-na-na-na song, you four girls are never allowed in 43.
to Erin for returning to bravo,and making me steal the stapler,
to Aging Grace...to Andrew for getting lost in his own dorm,
to making up after breaking up...to Meaghan and Andrew losinj
an entire pizza....to registered parties at TH43...to The Brain, Th<
Brian...to farting, A LOT...to THIS IS NOT US...to the five knuckli
shuffle, you cant see me!!!...to running...to spying on unsuspect
ing individuals in the Barone Campus Center....to Jenn H. she
pretty hot....to keeping those cupcakes in line....to girls who we;
shorts that say "Spike it"...to my sister...to OFF CONSTANTLY.,
to Laura Nash being a super teacher....to being socially retarted....t<
being a man on a mission....to my complete and utter randomness
in posting .1 million cheers and boos this week....to NO PRIVAC
POLICY?!!?!?...to wondering who else reads cheers and boos...t<
laughing at drunk idiots....to hoping that a few of my submission;
actually get published....to Frank being a great physics lab partner...
to a very cute girl named Molly....to acting like I didn't do it.*..ft
being independent....to not having to live with jackass roomates.,
to study ing...to John the townie...to 5 drunken messes going t(
Acapulco for spring break- Lets try to survive claver clavvv...t<
JUMP!!...JUMP!!....JUMP!!...to vegetable lasagna; you need
gorilla slap to LIL GUY for still checking cheers and boos evei
week to Jane College...live the dream, baby..live the dream t(
the undertow '05 you're so pure, come back and get mangled,
to seemingly monotonous and disinterested phone interviewer...t<
Club Dugout...to the gorilla we are going to bring to the beach no
weekend, can't wait to run my mouth...to My left foot...to TH<
showering together... stop pretending you do it to conserve waft
and just admit you like it...to Trivia Night...to love ya...to turquoisi

k Boos %

SMALL APARTMENT
FOR RENT
AVAILABLE FOR 2006-2007

...to NO r HAVING A JOB...to running out of beer two games into
strip flip cup...to breaking down doors, what was I thinking...to
hitchhiking...to I'm driving, No? Alright let's just fight then...to
not having a door because a psycho knocked it down...to having no
restraint in speeking my mind on this thing...to hoping Dave grows
up....to swearing...to cohen and panaro's pizza...to getting knocked
in the jaw by a dude who lives in a pink room, what has this world
come to?...to the boys crew team for not kicking us off of the ergs
(we want you to.)...to the mirror Toombs is from NY and is a two
yr senator...to public safety forgiving me a $105 ticket that really
made sense...to Skiing, to bad this campus won't have snow again
for a while...to a certain boy in a red VW w/ a Mass Plate...STOP
CROSSING THE LINE (and let up on the school boys...geez!)I
still love you...to TH43. make TH 42 shovel their front porch....
to being done....to those who give up...To not having a roof at the
Exit since mid-november...to bobopedic and his bobcorn. such a
dbag...to Devlin and his fantastic voyage through the village...to
falling fora french-speaking ballcrQUEL FOUL.to having a former
boyfriend admit he played and used you...to Molly missing every
weekend...to PUBLIC SAFETY FOR BEING PUBLIC SAFETY...
to Todd C. taking out girls while dancing at 100 Nights. Todd you
are SLOPPY..to still one week of the season left until I can enjoy
my senior year...to not getting a ticket for 100 nights...to smegma...
to 4 years without a snowday...to TH 42 Shovel your front porch.to
peeing in sinks...to the skunks on campus...to turkeys on campus!...
to parking tickets...to whoever posted the milf comment in the cheers
right between my cheers, i hate u...to people always talking about my
mom!...to dirty tables at the stag...to the locals; FU, take a shot this
weekend- "to the death of fun" to Ryder getting the belt...to turik
youre not the disco queen-lay off the drugs...to the 152 boys being
able to dish it out but not take it from the 155 girls...to marty, you
suck at bbalL.to dick, stop failing in the library...to leuff running
around flopping...to losing faith in you, get yourself together..

SCHOOL YEAR
IMMACULATE
FURNISHED STUDIO
APARTMENT FOR ONE
PERSON
LOCATED ON COLLEGE
PLACE W/ BEACH ACCESS
MODERN KITCHEN &
BATHROOM
$7,000 FOR SCHOOL
YEAR PLUS UTILITIES,
SECURITY & GARBAGE
PLEASE CALL SARAH OF
GREG MACALEER
AT 203.256.8436 FOR
INFORMATION

Come here to submit
your cheers and boos
at any time as well as
read the cheers and
boos in the current
issue. These
submissions will be
reviewed before they
are placed in The
FairReld Mirror.

CELEBRATE GRADUATION
WEEKEND
AT THE SEAGRAPE!!!
Enjoy a private party for you
and your family and friends...

<^?

.':::

if)

(Maximum number of guests 278)

Please call Amata at (203)
255-6808 for more information

Celebrate your birthday at
The SeaGrape
Enjoy a private party with your
friends in our newly renovated
bar! (75-278 guests;)
I
A great way to celebrate
turning 21!

«S*

/rfi~~^

cheersandboos.com

Ic Boos
^%ditbnof The
FairBeld Mirror,
coming out on every
Inursday.

^
I

I

For more information
contact Amata
(203) 255-6808

cheersandboos.com

Look for your cheers

© 2006 The Fairfield Mirror
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2006 Citizens Bank Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Women's Basketball Championship Bracket
Pepsi Arena - Albany, NY
March 2-5,2006

Second Round
Friday
March 3

Semifinals
Saturday
March 4

Championship
Sunday
March 5

Semifinals
Saturday
March 4

Second Round
Friday
March 3

First Round
Thursday
March 2

#7 Siena

#5 Saint Peter's

2:00 PM

12:00 PM
9:15 AM

11:15 AM

#10 Niagara

#8Fairfield
#4 Iona

#2 Canisius
2:15 PM
MAACTV

12:00 PM
MAACTV

. 12:00 PM
MAACTV

#3 Loyola
#6 Manhattan

1:15 PM
#lMarist

4:00 PM

#9 Rider

t.

Semester Break
Student Work Program

$20 Base Pay + Incentives
• Excellent Resume
Experience
• Flexible Hours
• Advancement to
Mgt. Available

•
•
•

(less than 1 yr.)

• National
Expansion
in Progress
• All Majors May
Apply

•
•

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm- 11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm- 12:45am
■ Sunday
7:00pm-11:45pm

Health & Wellness
Industry
Helping others to
get healthy
Training Program
with Pay
May continue when
classes resume
Professional & Fun
Team Focused
Environment

Sodexho

Campus Services

Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

Write for us...
...and be Fairfield's print
version of Ex-Lax.

Apply now, begin after Exams

Send us your stories:
By E-mail...

For full information and to apply visit;

www.HaleJobs.com

themirror@stagweb.fairfleld.edu

...by mail...
Mailroom Box AA

The future of toilet reading
material is in your hands.
(Pardon the pun.)

...or by hand!
Campus Center Room 104
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2006 Citizens Bank Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Men's Basketball Championship Bracket
Pepsi Arena - Albany, NY
March 3-6,2006

Second Round
Saturday
March 4

Semifinals
Sunday
March 5

Championship
Monday
March 6

Semifinals
Sunday .
March 5
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Second Round
Saturday
March 4

#7 Niagara

#5 Saint Peter's
.

7:00 PM
MAACTV
#8 Fairfield

First Round
Friday
March 3

;

7:30 PM
MAACTV

5:00 PM
MAACTV

#2 Iona .

4:30 PM
MAACTV
#10 Rider

#4 Siena
8:15 PM
MAACTV

9:00 PM
ESPN2

6:00 PM
MAACTV

#3 Marist
#6 Loyola

10:00 PM
MAACTV

#1 Manhattan

9:15 PM
MAACTV
#9 Canisius
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Share the Experience

BREAKING NEWS - FUSA ELECTIONS
by Joshua O'Connell

ws

Over a half-dozen useful extras, including
Scholarships, Travel and GradZone

^jtfiSJP'*

Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency
Jlicy

Breaking News posted in real-time
Never feel left out of the loop!

After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of '
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
J- Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
ffH while Neubauer received
370.

sal

fjp Jillian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
I approximately 65% of the
g^while Brett Ritterback
jyin Saville in a
lltfii

MIRROR
ONLINE

WeattyPou.
Who should win the
FUSA election?
f Kevin Neubauer
I

VOTE

Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather

i | RESULTS I

Avanti
CSttk to receive tftK

AND AS ALWAYS...
EXCLUSIVE and expanded online content
Read Thursday's paper in advance - new
issue online Wednesday night

isitT.

ror Online!

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Don't fill in your brackets just yet
TOURNEY TALK
CHRIS DOHERTY

Let's get one thing out of the way right now. If bracketology was a pure study, then we would have over a hundred teams in the NCAA tourney with at large bids going
to almost every team in all the major conferences.
Digger Phelps pushed this assertion earlier in the
week, and I have to say that I agree, so let's think about
why bracketology is a little bit too much premature substance and not enough present day-reality.
I must throw in the disclaimer that I mean no disrespect to ESPN or Joe Lunardi, who spend a lot of time
piecing together these incessant puzzles that are so scenario-based that the pure logistics of them almost require
some form of Descartian mathematics.. .but let's just give
bracketology a rest in January, OK!
To examine exactly what bracketology is and why
its so mindboggling, let's first examine the assumed logic
that is supposed to determine who makes the dance and
who goes to the NIT (Not Invited Tournament, just kidding!), or home for that matter.
When the AP and Coaches polls are released in the
preseason, these are all projections based on not only the
assumed anatomy of a team's lineup, but also the RPI's
(Ratings Percentage Index) measurements.
These include strength of schedule and oppositional
strength of schedule, which also implies the strength of

a conference's influence (A 23-10 Fairfield won't be
ranked the same as a 23-10 Texas, let's face it!).
The RPI creates the Top 25 and overall rankings
of teams. The RPI is comprised of three factors for
men's basketball, and four for women's: team winning
percentage, strength of schedule or oppositional winning percentage, the opponent's strength of schedule
or winning percentage, and for women only, an adjusted
RPI factor which awards penalty or bonus points in two
different categories.
Confused? Obviously bracketologists are not!
But even more hindering to bracketology's cause
is how experts somehow place teams into brackets in
November, December, January, February and as we
speak when rankings and play are still in motion and
transitioning.
We talk about the Big East getting eight teams in, or
seven for the Big Ten, or even the Missouri Valley Conference getting an astounding three, four or five teams in.
Look at Kansas' sub-par record in November and look at
it now; look at how they are playing.
Look at how Indiana went from the Top 25 in the fall
to dropping four in a row in early February, one of which
was to lowly Penn State.
With bracketology as a study, would we have known
about these transitions a month ago, or even now?
Championship Week is yet to come, and we still have
no idea for the automatic bids.
Therefore, we must have at least a one hundred team
bracket for bracketology to have any rational credence.
The fact of the matter remains, true bracketology lies
at the discretion of the Selection Committee on Selection

Sunday, as those wonderful people are the ones who
determine a team's acceptance, seeding, and regional
matchup; in other words, they fill out the brackets once
and for all
Furthermore, since one committee determines the
brackets, how can we even call bracketology a study for
the media civilians to determine when an independent
group does this as their job?
So I guess what's left to be said is this: why do we
need sports pundits shoveling us information as to what
teams have already assumed their bracket or opponent
or ceding or location before the Selection Committee
says so?
Unless there is a national betting game to determine
who can make the most erroneous (or least erroneous)
bracket with all 334 Division I teams as a pool, I think
we should leave it 'til March 12, the date we've all been
waiting for.
Selection Sunday is now right around the corner, and
after this week's MAAC tournaments in Albany, we'll
know which teams from the MAAC will be filled in in
the No. 12, 13 or 14 spots in somebody's bracket.
So get your brackets out, folks. Big Dance time is
right around the corner.
But please, pretty please, don't pencil in exactly
which team will be in exactly which seed in exactly which
region, based on what some guy on ESPN told you.
Slicing and dicing every one of these brackets for
months doesn'.help people at all.
After all, the people who always win those things
are the ones who haven't watched a game all season
anyhow!

FIND OUT AT A SPECIAL GRADUATE INFORMATION SESSION
ON SATURDAY, MARCH 18. CALL (203) 365-7619 OR VISIT
WWW.SACREDHEART.EDU
Now that your undergraduate career is almost finished, make the most of
your degree by going right for a Master's at Sacred Heart University.
Our full-time graduate programs can lead to a Master's in as little as
one year. Get on the fast track to success right away. An advanced
degree at Sacred Heart University is your springboard to the future.
Doctor of Physical Therapy

Business

Earn the credential that lays the

At Sacred Heart, you can earn your MBA

groundwork for a lifetime of achievement

in just two years. Choose a concentratfon

in PT. Our interactive Problem-Based

in Financial Management, Accounting or

Learning (PBL) model integrates clinical

Management and start climbing the ladder

and classroom study, and you'll have

toward success. And like today's business,

your Doctorate in just three years.

our program is truly global. Make the most
of it by studying at our European campus in

Occupational Therapy
Our innovative Problem-Based Learning

Luxembourg!

program puts you on a direct path

And many more!

toward a great career. This full-time

Our graduate programs include Education,

program means you'll have your Master's

Nursing, Computer Science/IT, Religious

in just two years - and you'll have a big

Studies, Chemistry and others. Call or visit

head start in the vital OT market.

our website.
.
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Where Personal Attention Leads To Personal Achievement
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Basketball: Senior Night at Harbor Yard

1
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Clockwise from top left: Terrance Todd
'06 waves to the crowd; DeWitt Maxwell '06
poses with a basketball commemorating
his 1,000th career point, along with Athletic
Director Gene Doris, University President
Jeffrey von Arx, S.J. and his family; Charles
Bentley '06, joined by his family, Doris and
von Arx, shows off a framed action photo;
Claire Fautore '06, whose parents flew in
from Wisconsin for the night, takes a look
at her framed photo while holding on to
her flowers; the women's team, dressed
in pink warmup shirts in support of breat
cancer research, waits to hear the national
anthem as seniors Faurote and Ivana
Podrug stand at the end of the line; Current
and future Fairfield presidents von Arx and
FUSA President-elect Hutchinson Williams
give the Stags a standing ovation; Bentley,
Todd, Michael Bell '06, Alvin Carter '05 and
Maxwell pose together for the final time on
their home court; Carter holds his framed
photo, with his family and former teammate
Kudjo Sogadzi '05; Bell, joined by his family, which flew in from Marshalltown, Iowa;
Podrug, joined by Head Coach Dianne
Nolan and Doris.
Photos by Mark Servidio
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Crazy eights
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Coming of age: Megan Caskin '09 played a career-high 31 minutes against Loyola.

Freshmen providing spark for No. 8 women
BY LORRAINE MILLTNGTON

The regular season came down to its
final weekend of games, but each team has
a chance to determine their own destiny
going into the MAAC conference tournament. But despite perhaps the best game
yet from freshman point guard Megan
Caskin, Fairfield fell to Loyola Feb 25
on Senior Night — a loss that dropped the
Stags into the No.8 seed in the MAAC
tournament, which begins March 2 in
Albany, N.Y.
The Stags (10-17, 7-11 MAAC) will
face seventh-seeded Siena, in the first
round of a single-game elimination contest on March 2 in Albany, N.Y. Siena is
11-16 overall and 7-11 in the conference.
Fairfield split the meetings against Siena
during the regular season, both teams winning on their home court.
The Stags won in overtime 71-69
on Feb. 17 in one of their best games this
season, as five players scored in double
figures while the team held the Saints to
35 percent shooting for the game.
At season's end the Stags were in a
three way tie along with Manhattan and
Siena for the sixth seed in the tournament.
But the Stags lost both meetings with
Manhattan during the regular season and
Siena won by a larger margin, 70-64, in
their win at home on Jan. 14.
The Stags ended the regular season
losing to Marist, 82-54, on the road Feb.
23 and to Loyola. The team shot better than
40 percent from the field for both games
playing against the two of the top three
teams in the conference.
"I thought we had good energy in the
game, and we are excited for the MAAC
tournament," Murphy said after the Loyola

game. "We hung with Loyola throughout
the game and they are at the top of the.
conference."
Baendu Lowenthal, '09 named to the
All-MAAC rookie team, qualifies her to
be a finalist for Rookie of the Year in the
conference. Lowenthal averaged just over
ten points and five rebounds in regular
season play.
She was joined against Loyola by
Caskin and fellow freshman Shyrell
Moore as young players who contributed
.significantly.
Caskin played a career-high 31 minutes and had five assits.
Sabra Wrice '08 named to the AllMAAC second team is the Stags leading
scorer with 13 points a game. Lowenthal
and Wrice will represent Fairfield as elite
players in the conference entering the
MAAC tournament,
"I thought we had great intensity in
our game against Loyola, but we just got
beat by a veteran team," said head coach
Dianne Nolan. "If we play as intense as we
did in this game, then we can do damage
in the tournament."
Ivana Podrug '06 and Clare Faurote
'06 were honored for their four years as
Fairfield athletes on Feb. 25th playing in
their last game at Bridgeport Arena at
Harbor Yard.
"It was fun playing with Ivana and
Clare since we haven't gotten to play together a lot this season," said Murphy. "It
was great to play with them and I think that
it helped us to stay competitive."
Murphy, who will graudate this year,
will be back next year to get her master's
degree in management and play her fourth
season as a Stag after sitting out last year
as a medical redshirt.

One last drive: Terrance Todd '06 had 22 points in his final home game.

Eigth-seeded men. need turnaround in tournament
BY BEN DOODY

For the Fairfield men's basketball
team, Senior Night, Feb. 25 against Marist,
was, to quote the great American philosopher Yogi Berra, deja vu, all over again.
Such was the case for a number of
reasons, starting with the fact that, like
the last two games and four of the last five
before it, they lost.
But they didn't just lose; they lost
what turned out to be a close game, 67-61,
bringing their margin of defeat in the last
three games to a grand total of ten points.
The loss, coupled with a one-point loss at
Manhattan on Feb. 23, dropped the Stags
to eighth place in the MAAC standings,
setting up a first-round date with No. 7
Niagara in the conference tournament,
which begins March 3 in Albany, N.Y.
The loss, though, was also deja vu
becaue, much like in their 91-72 loss at
Marist earlier this year, it featured alleyoop passes from Jared Jordan, the nation's
leader in assits, to Carl Hood, a man whose
ability to throw down emphatic dunks
far superseeds his single-digit scoring
average.
"[Jordan] might be the best player in
the league," Fairfield Head Coach Tim
O'Toole said after the game. "He makes
the team so much better single-handedly.
He's a phenominal guard.
By the end of the night, Jordan had
19 points and seven assists, two of them
on lobs to Hood, and despite a good effort
by the Stags' seniors in their final game at
the Arena at Harbor Yard, the Stags had
finished their regular season at 7-11 in the
MAAC and 9-18 overall.
On a night when the team's five seniors were honored before the game with

video tributes and framed photos, all five
were in the starting lineup, and four of.
them, including walkon guard Charles
Bentley, scored.
Bentley, who played the first 4;30
of the game and then came back out for
the beginning of the second half, tied
his career high by taking just one shot: a
three-pointer that delighted the crowd and
kept the Stags within striking distance in
the first half.
Terrance Todd, one of the lone
brighspots in what has been a lackluster
season, led the Stags with 22 points,
and in the process became just the sixth
player in school history to pass with
1,500-point mark for his career. He also
became the 12th Stag to score 500 points
in a season.
Though Alvin Carter was held scoreless, Michel Bell (14 points) and DeWitt
Maxwell (11) scored in double figures.
For a team that hasn't won three games
in a row all year to win four in a row and
win the MAAC title would be one of the
most remarkable accomplishments in
school history.
The odds, to say the very least, are
stacked against them, even though they
have played well during certain stretches
this year.
The Stags have yet to put together two
consecutive solid halves in recent weeks,
let alone four consecutive wins on the
league's biggest stage.
But O'Toole, while dissapointed after
another tough loss, chose to look on the
bright side.
"We're doing some good things,"
O'Toole said. "And on any given night,
anyone can beat anyone."
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Teeing off
BY SARAH SEXTON

Fairfield's golf team is one of the only teams that
competes in the fall and in the spring. While the men
and women compete separately, they practice together
under Head Coach Len Roberto, the director of men's
and women's Golf.
"What my hopes are for the team is that we improve
in all aspects of our games both individually and as a team.
I would hope for us to win a couple of tournaments and
complete the season with a Conference Championship,"
says Roberto.
Roberto said that the team showed signs of improvement in the fall, including a win at the second annual
Quinnipiac Bobcat Invitational on Sept. 30.
Only two out of the 12 players are graduating this
May, giving the men's1 team a chance to grow with one
another throughout the next few years.
"My approach to both the women's team and the
men's team is the same. I find no difference - they are
all student athletes," he says. Golf is a very individual
game [and] a very hard game, and it all comes down to
numbers... post a low number and you are a winner."
Dan Quatrocelli '07 has placed at the MAAC Championships for the past two years despite a wrist injury
that has required two separate surgeries. He continues to
prepare for the upcoming season and hopes to improve
being cleared to play, which he expected to happen by
Feb 28.
"I was not pleased with last season at all. I felt as
though we could have played a lot better, and I hold
my personal expectations a lot higher for the upcoming
season," he says.
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Men's and women's golf are fired up
for the spring season

"Although we are not afforded any scholarships,
we still recruit great players who are competitive
and can make Fairfield the best golf program in the
Northeast. Unfortunately having wrist surgery last
November set me back, but I have been working
hard to stay in shape until the doctors clear me to
play once again."
Quatrocelli hopes to help the team win a MAAC
title as well as having a successful individual season.
He expresses pride in the team and has set high goals
for himself and his teammates.
"I haven't lived up to any of the expectations
that either coach or I have set for myself. But now
that I am healthy, I fully intend on showing everyone
the type of player I know I truly am, and expect
nothing less than a conference championship for the
men's golf team," he says. "My personal-highlight
will come at the end of April."
In April, the team will be competing at the New
England Division I Championships in Providence,
R.I. and at the MAAC Championships in Orlando,
Fla. Both teams begin their competitive season with
the Fairfield University Spring Invitational held in
Myrtle Beach, S.C. over spring break.
The women's team started off strong this past
fall, placing sixth in their first competition at the
Mount Holyoke Invitational.
They continued to show strong placings by
moving up to fifth place the following weekend at
the CCSU Invitational. Liz McCabe '08 and Krista
Duyal '09 tied for fourth on the team individually
at that event.
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In full swing: The Stags compete in the fall and in the spring.
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Smiles all around: The Stags hope to frustrate plenty of catchers this year, all the way to the MAAC title.

The BEST TEAM
you don't know
Sweet-swingin SOFTBALL could be the Stags'
best shot at a MAAC title this spring
BY MARI HEENAN

They don't get all the headlines or play in front of
sell-out crowds. Their names are not the most well
known on campus, nor is the sport they play. But the
Fairfield softball team, ranked first in the pre-season MAAC
coaches' poll, may be the best and humblest varsity team to
play for Fairfield this spring.
The Stags, who return every player from their 2005 team, which bowed out in the
MAAC semi-finals to finish a 31-27 season, may well be the school's best shot at a
conference title, but unlike with many teams throughout the league and the country,
it hasn't gone to their heads.
"It's great to know that people other than ourselves believe we can win the championship this season," says junior catcher Shannon Logan. "However, it does not mean
much. Preseason rankings are just that. We still have to work hard throughout the entire
season to win the championship."
Last year, the Stags came just short of the league title and a birth to the NCAA

tournament. They were seeded second going into the MAAC tournament With a regular
season MAAC record of 10-6, but lost the last two games of the tournament to Iona and
Canisus - a blunder that Head Coach Julie Brzezinski is hoping to avoid this year.
"Our major goal is to finish the end of our season as the strongest part of our season," says Brzezinski. "We want to peak at the end and finish what we started."
"I think returning almost every player from last year and gaining some strong freshmen will help out a lot this season," says Logan. "Last year we were a young team and
still achieved great things, minus a championship. Each player from last year has gained
a year of experience, and can now communicate more effectively. We understand each
others strengths and weaknesses after an entire season together and can definitely use
that as a strong base in preparation for the upcoming season."
The season starts in North Carolina on March 3 with five games in a Pirate Classic
non-conference tournament.
Then the team goes down to Orlando for 10 games in the Rebel Classic, another
tournament that will not affect their conference standing. Overall the team will play
more than 50 games, 22 of which will take place at Fairfield.
"We play some great teams at home so we would really love to see support. We're
located in the middle campus area so kids walking back from classes should stop by
and watch some good fast pitch," Brzezinski says.
Logan also wants to encourage students to support the team.
"Our fan base is limited, but we appreciate all the support from our 'superfans,'"
she says. We understand softball might not be the most entertaining sport to watch,
but screaming out windows in Jogues or Campion, or stopping by for an inning or two
on the way, or returning from, class will surely make us a feel a little better. And hey,
the fun is free of charge."
Another incentive the team is hoping will help bring fans is Fairfield's hosting of
the MACC tournament. The opportunity provides the Stags with a rare insentive to play
for: winning a league title on its home field, in front of their home fans.
"I hope that we not only do well in conference play, but actually go all the way in
the tournament. It's starting to become a habit to choke in the end, and I'm hoping we
can pull through this year," says Erin Frank '08, who led the team in home runs (nine)
and RBIs (41) last year as a freshman.
The do not want past failings or preseason talk to prevent them from achieving
their goals.
"My goal for the team is to win the MAACs. We have come so close every year.
We have everything it takes. We just need to push through at the very end when it really
counts," says senior pitcher Tara Hansen, the pre-season MAAC Player of the Year.
But even with Hansen and fellow pitcher Cagney Ringnalda '07, a first team AllMAAC selection, leading the way, and arguably the best corps of young talent in the
league, as far as Hansen is concerned, the team hasn't accomplished a thing.
"It's an honor to be ranked No. 1 in the preseason poll," she says. "This just goes
to show that everyone knows our capabilities. We now need to live up to this ranking
and prove to all those coaches that voted for us that they are right. It's what happens
at the end that counts. We can't sit and rely on a pre-season poll."
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The BIG THREE
The Stags' junior class, led by Mike Booklet,
Greg Downing, and Michael Kruger, could be
the best in school history
BY DAN AKESON

Every so often, a rookie class arrives on
the scene and blows
away the competition. There
was the 1983 NFL rookie class
with Dan Marino, Jim Kelly,
and John Elway; the 2003
NBA rookie class with LeBron
James, Carmelo Anthony, and
Dwayne Wade. And then, there
was the class that took the "Great
Western Lacrosse League by
storm immediately upon arriving at Fairfield: a class, now in
its junior season, led by superscorers Greg Downing and
Mike Bocklet, and rock-solid
goaltender Michael Kruger.
When the trio arrived on campus, joined
by a supporting cast that includes, among
others, the 17th best player in the country
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Quick with the stick: Downing (above
last year against Air Force) is one of the
best in school history.

in the face-off circle (Charles Keinath),
it didn't take long for the results to start
coming..
By the end of their freshman season,
Downing and Bocklet had finished first
and second, respectively, on the team in
scoring, and Kruger had done what freshmen seldom do in college lacrosse: win the
starting job full-time, and perform well after
winning it.
"Charlie Keinath, Mike Bocklet, and
Greg Downing who were sophomores and
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
now juniors who already established themThe stars come out: From left, Bocklet, Kruger and Downing.
selves as premier players in our program,"
says Stags Head Coach Ted Spencer, the
2005 GWLL Coach of the Year. "Michael honor but I honestly feel like without the the Week. But when the Stags season came
Kruger had an exceptional sophomore year help of my teamates I would not recieve as to a crashing halt in a 23-4 loss to Duke in
and is now a junior, which is where kids much recognition as I get. They are a major the first round of the NCAA tournament,
Kruger took it personally.
typically turn it on."
part of my success."
. "I was dissapointed with the way I
With many new faces on the Stags'
Their success in the GWLL behind
them, the Stags will compete this year in offense, Downing will need the offensive ended last season, not making all-league and
the nationally prominant Eastern Collegiate support from captain Josh Thornton '06 and playing the way I did against Duke," he says.
Athletic Conference (ECAC), a league that fellow juniors Bocklet, Jake Olson, Jarrad "I think I need to imrpove my consistency
features two teams in the Inside Lacrosse Wilson, Keinath, Brian Gorman, and Chris and become more of a leader on the field."
Magazine pre-season top 20 and one that Manley.
Still though, Kruger's sophomore camput three teams in the NCAA tournament a
"One of the reasons we were so suc- paign, in which he started 14 of the team's
year ago.
cessful last year was 16 games and led it to its first NCAA apSo this class carbecause we worked pearance in three years, is, Spencer says,
"I'm a pretty shy kid so I hard in practice," says soemthing to build on, to say the least.
ries with it a burden
no previous class has
"This year
"Kruger has to play well in the net for
am not going to be the guy Bocklet.
carried. The thing is
I am trying to lead us to be successful," Spencer says. "If he
though, by every mea- in the locker room STAND- the team by working continues on the same path I am confident
surable standard, this
even harder because in our defense."
class has performed
the higher the level
Though all three players had an immeING UP AND GIVING
better than any other
we play in practice, diate impact on the field, they now have to
class in school his- SPEECHES to try to pump the higher the level adjust to newly fitted leadership roles.
tory — a performance
we will play in our
"I think the key to our success relies
highlighted specifi- up the team," Downing says. games."
on the veterans. Our team is still young and
cally by the play of
Bocklet finds most our veterans are juniors not seniors,"
Downinig, who could
himself in an imense- says Bocklet. "Although our senior captains
be, when all is said and done, the best player ly unusual position: he isn't the best player have been doing an outstanding job, the
to put on a Fairfield uniform.
in his graduating class, but he would be the juniors such as Kruger, Downing, Keinath,
The midfielder was named to the pre- best player on almost any team. In 2004, he and I have to use our experience on the field
season All-ECAC Lacrosse League team almost certainly would have been the GWLL to maintain team composure and lead the
after leading the Stags in scoring last season Rookie of the Year if it wasn't for Downing's underclassman by example."
with 32 goals and 14 assists for 46 points. He presence in the same rookie class.
In pre-season practices and in the Stags'
also won Geico/STX All-America HonorLast season, he joined Downing and 19-4 thumping of Holy Cross in their Feb
able Mention and GWLL Offensive Player Werney on the All-New England squad and 28 season opener, freshmen say the veterans
of the Year. Despite the accolades, Downing was named second team All-GWLL. He have been as advertised in their leadership
remains humble, but determined to be an on scored 40 points, 26 goals and 14 assists, roles.
the field presence for his team.
all second to Downing.
"The veteran players from the start
"I am a pretty shy kid so I am not go"I was very pleased with the honors made all the rookies feel like they were
ing to be to guy in the locker room standing and numbers that I achieved last year," he part of the team, which made it easier for
up and giving speeches to try and pump up says. "This year my goal is to keep improv- the freshman to adjust to the division I level
the team," he says. "I try to lead through ing these attributes while at the same time of playing," says freshman defender Billy
hard work on the field and personally I helping others improve their own."
Honovich. "The team's chemistry has been
think that a nice goal or play pumps up the
While Downing and Bocklet enter great; we all have a close bond between
team just as well, if not better, than any their junior seasons as bona fide superstars, one another."
speech."Downing adds these honors to an Kruger had a 2005 season that, like that of
Adds freshman midfielder Chris Ajemialready long list since his freshmen year most young starting goaltenders, was one an, "all the veterans have been great. Evincluding 2004 GWLL Newcomer of the of ups and downs.
eryone is out to help each other, it's been
Year and GWLL Player of the Week for
His 20 saves on March 19 against Har- real helpful for me entering my first year in
April 20, 2005.
vard rank tenth best in NCAA history, and college lacrosse."
"Winning those awards is quite an on April 4 he was named GWLL Player of
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We got game too
BY LORRAINE MILLINGTON

The longer days of sunlight
not only mean warmer
weather is coming, but
that spring sports are ready to
get into full swing. The Fairfield
women's lacrosse team began
their 2006 season with a loss to
Lehigh 14-13 on Feb. 22. But
the Stags rebounded with their
first regular season win over Villanova; a 13-5 rout on Feb. 25 at
Alumni Field.
The Stags were picked to finish sixth in the MAAC preseason poll out of the eight conference teams. The team has
a tough 16-game schedule with their first four non-conference games at home. Head Coach Stacey McCue returns
for her third season with the Stags. She is the fourth coach
to be in this position since the program started in 1997. She
returns 17 of her players from last season, while bringing
in 12 new faces.
Pre-season all-MAAC candidate Beth Loffredo '06

The last time the Fairfield University men's
lacrosse team walked off its home field last year, they
were hoisting a Great Western Lacrosse League (GWLL)
championship trophy. This season will not end the same
way, but it won't be because of a lack of performance.
The Stags have moved this year from the GWLL
to the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, a.conference that is made up of many teams that are nationally
ranked every season. While the schedule has seen a serious upgrade, the Stags are not too worried about their
new competition.
"You never know until you play the game, but we
train just as hard if not harder than anybody," says Cocaptain Josh Thornton '06. "It's great that we step up and
get better competition."
The players'believe they can at least match their win
total from last year.
"We are well coached, and we all really want to win"
adds Co-captain Trevor Kelly '06.
Their work will certainly be cut out for them. Fairfield
was ranked 19th in the Inside Lacrosse Pre-Season Media
Poll.
Five teams on their schedule are ranked ahead of
them: No. 7 Georgetown, No. 10 University of Massachusetts and No. 13 Pennsylvania State University in the
league, and non-conference opponents, North Carolina
(15) and Dartmouth College (17), whom the Stags host
March 4 in their home opener at Alumni Field.
Last year,. Fairfield was 3-0 against ECAC oppo-
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Men's lax isn't the only game in town;
women have win under belt already

returns after a season-ending injury from a year ago which The Stags went on to score five unanswered goals on three
forced her to play and start in only five games last season. assists from Chappell in 16 minutes after Villanova netted
Loffredo, by any measurable standard, is one of the most a goal on a free position shot early in the first half.
accomplished athletes at Fairfield.
The Stags continued their great offensive play as they
In 2004, she received the MAAC Offensive Player scored six more goals in the second half, securing the victory
of the Year award and she is the first player in Fairfield's for the second straight year against the Wildcats. The Stags
program history to win Rookie of the Year honors.
were led by Abbey Goodwin '09 who netted a career-high
She will look to challenge the school's all-time points four goals and Chappell who had five assists in the game.
and goals records as she enters the season with 122 points,
"[In] the first half of the Lehigh game everyone was
which is sixth all-time and 99 goals, which is fourth all- nervous, and we realized that in the second half and tried
time.
to rally back into the game," Goodwin said after the game.
Loffredo is one of only two seniors on the team along "This time both halves just clicked for us. The feeds were
with Katie Voight '06, and the team is led by experience as there and everyone wanted to win this game so bad."
well as youth on the field. Sarah Masterson '07 and Ashley Chappell '07 were tied as the team's third leading scorers
last season, and they look to make an impact again this
season. The Stags are loaded with talented underclassmen
,with 10 sophomores and 11 freshmen playing this year.
Amy Neville '08 and Julia Poli '08 led teh team in
scoring last ytear, with 23 and 19goals, respectively.
"We have only two seniors on the team, but a lot of
our freshmen who played for us last year are now coming
back as sophomores, so we have a lot more experience on
the field," says McCue.
The Stags season opener on Feb. 22 against McCue's
alma mater, Lehigh, started off slowly for the Stags as
they netted only three goals in the first half of play. But the
second half proved to be much better, and the team netted
10 goals and collected 16 groundballs to close the gap. The
Stags were led by Loffredo who had four points on three
goals and one assist.
"We have a lot of depth this year and we have a lot
of girls that can score so we try and take advantage of our
high percentage opportunities," McCue says. "I think the
first game had a lot of first game jitters, and we got that out
of our system and the team' got confidence."
James Nguyen/The Mirror
The momentum from the second half against Lehigh
carried over to their contest against Villanova on Feb. 25. Huntin' the Cats: Caroline Madrak '08 fights off a
The team scored two goals in the first 45 seconds of play. Vilanova player during the Stags' 13-5 win on Feb 25.-

A whole new ballgame
BY DAN ARESTIA

MARCH

The Fairfield men move up to one of the
nation's elite leagues

nents, including the 11-10 overtime thriller against Penn
State.
"There really are no slouches, every team is very
competitive," said Head Coach Ted Spencer. "The ECAC
top to bottom is made up of the top 20 teams. The Stags
return their top three scorers from last year, but graduate
some strong senior leadership.
"We have a lot of returners, but anytime you lose a
few guys you're a new team," said Spencer. "We have
some very talented young players, and we'll have to see
how they adjust. Our defense is as strong as it's ever
been."
That defense held powerhouse Syracuse to just one
even-strength goal in an exhibition game. The defense is
led by goalie Michael Kruger '07, who last year posted
9.57 goals against average and a .528 save percentage.
The loss of captains Tom Werney '05 and Sean Flynn
'05 will have an impact, even if it is a small one.
"You can always have players to step up and replace
points, but replacing emotion is a lot harder, and that's
what Tom was so great at," Kelly said.
Werney finished sixth on the team in scoring last
year despite being sidelined for more than half the year
with a knee injury.
His impossible dream of a season - when he went
down with a torn ACL early in the year he was told he
may never play again for the Stags - ended on the ultimate high-note: a three goal performance in the GWLL
championship game against Denver.
The players are excited about the new team and the
new leadership, and a move to the ECAC is having an
impact on the future of the program already.

"I am really excited to be part of an up and coming
program," said Gary Raniolo '09! Josh and Trevor are
great captains, and I'm excited to play the big dogs."
Players who have been on the team awhile expect this
trend to continue.
"Our move to the GWLL brought in more strong,
young players, and a move to a conference like the ECAC
should really step us up again," says Greg Downing '07,
the reigning GWLL Player of the Year.
Last year, the top three teams from the ECAC made
it to the NCAA tournament, while Fairfield had to win
their conference to get a bid.
So the pressure to win the conference is off a little
bit. But that does not change the team goals.
"Our goal is ultimately to win a national championship, and moving to the ECAC helps us do that. Some may
think that's a lofty goal, but those people said winning the
GWLL was a lofty goal as well," said Spencer.
The favorite to win the conference is Georgetown.
Fairfield will open up conference play at Rutgers on
March 10.
The toughest stretch of the Stags schedule will come
in the month of April. In just three weeks, the Stags will
play Georgetown at home, North Carolina away, Loyola
(Md.) at home and UMass on the road. This stretch could
determine the final conference standing for the Stags.
So can a conference title in Fairfield's first year in
the ECAC be a real possibility?
"We beat the odds in the GWLL last year," Spencer said. "Fairfield men's lacrosse is good at surprising
people."
:
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Serves up
BY ELIZABETH COOPER
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THE MEN
This spring, Fairfield's men's tennis team
looks forward to what will hopefully prove
to be a successful record after a particularly
strong fall season.
"We had very good fall tournament seasons," said Jeff Wyshner, who is head coach
of both the men's and women's teams and was
named the MAAC Men's Tennis Coach of the
year for the 2004-05 season. "The men won
the ECAC [Eastern College Athletic Conference] Open Championships for the first time
in team history."
The men opened their spring season
with a 4-3 loss to Boston University on Feb.
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Hittin' the hard courts: Both teams are
optimistic about 2006.

The men's and women's tennis teams will be
in contention for MAAC titles

from behind with the teams tied 1 -1 after the
first two matches.
Previously this spring, the team lost on
the road to Albany and beat Holy Cross in
New Haven.
"The women's team's biggest strength
is having four outstanding seniors to lead the
team because they have had a real positive
influence on everyone on how to compete and
win matches as opposed to just hitting tennis
balls for a couple hours," said Wyshner.
Two of those seniors, Stauffer and Christina Chacharone, are captains this year. In
addition to the strengths of more experienced
players, the Stags have also found an abundance of talent in their freshmen.
Wyshner said that the "women's team is
also in a great situation because two freshmen
[Lauren Bonanno and Gabriela Davila] are
playing first and second singles."
Two years ago, the women made a trip to
Washington for NCAA play after winning the
MAACs and have been looking for a repeat
experience ever since.
"We are always aiming to win the conference championships in both men's and
women's tennis," Wyshner said.
"In the last fourteen years, Fairfield
THE WOMEN
With a 5-1 win over the University of has won four men's and seven women's
Hartford, the women's team brought their MAAC Championships, so we are always
record for the season, to 2-1 on Saturday when a part of the conference's elite teams."
"They"played at Yale's indoor tennis courts.
"The players really showed that they
could win close matches tonight," Wyshner
said.
With the win, Megan Stauffer '06
notched her third straight win at No. 3 singles.
Both she and Alexis Accomando '07 rallied
2. Their next match, scheduled for Feb. 11
against Holy Cross, was postponed due to •
inclement weather, so the Stags had their eye
on a victory against Hartford Saturday night,
when they won a hard-fought 4-3 match.
The men's tri-captains are Steve Kouri '06,
Michael Cuozzo and Jonathan Fernando '07.
Fernando led the team with seven singles victories during the fall, while Kouri had six.
Wyshner noted that one of the men's
team's greatest facets this season will be the
great depth in its line-up.
"In our format," he said, "number six
singles counts the same as number one singles,
and while everyone has strong players at the
top of the line-up, we are going to have an
advantage in the middle and bottom of our
line-up."
While one of the ultimate goals for the
season is winning the MAAC championship
tournament, Wyshner said that the men's team
"is also targeting the school record in wins
[12] which they tied last year."
The team will have just under 20 matches
during which they hope to accomplish this
goal.

LOOKING AHEAD
While the Stags are always looking to
win the MAACs and perhaps earn another
coveted spot in the NCAA tournament, both
men's and women's teams look to improve on
a match-to-match basis.
"Our top priority is to keep getting better," Wyshner said. "That not only makes this
year more successful, but it puts us in a better
position in the following years as well."
Speaking of the Stags' future, two distinguished high school seniors committed late
in the fall semester to playing for Fairfield
next year.
Gretchen Amberg, from Manasquan
High School in Spring Lake, N.J., signed a
letter of intent in December. Amberg played
No. 1 and No. 2 singles during her high school
career, and was ranked in the top 30 in the
USTA Middle States Girls 16's rankings on
the junior circuit.
Ryan Berthod, of White Plains N.Y.,
committed in November. Berthod, who
played singles at Iona Prep and was named the
team's MVP, was ranked 29 in Eastern Section
of the USTA Boys 16's in 2004.
. "We are really excited about Gretchen
and Ryan joining the program next year,"
Wyshner said. "They are both highly ranked
juniors that will have an impact oh our starting
line-up from day one."
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Meet the SOUTHPAW
Ed Kamintzky f07 leads a revamped rotation for Stags baseball
BY JOE SERZAN

If the combination of great
pitching and solid defense is
the key to winning baseball
games, then Fairfield is going to
have a much better season than
their preseason number eight
ranking in the MA AC, and their
0-3 early season record indicate.
And a lot of that hinges on the left
arm of Ed Kamintzky '07.
Let this be said first: the Stags started off the season
on the wrong foot, losing three lopsided contests to James
Madison, in which Kamintzky and every other Fairfield
pitcher took a beating and had his ERA greatly inflated.
But in college baseball, in which southern teams dominate and teams from the Northeast often get off to similar
starts, the conference schedule is what matters. And with a
rotation and defensive aligment that could prove superior
to other MAAC teams, Kamitzky is optimistic.
"I think a MAAC championship is definitely possible,"
says Kamintzky. "We didn't really lose many players from
last year's team, one senior starting pitcher (Tim Dugan)
and one position player (Mark Geanuleas). Everyone has
been looking really good in the field in the fall and in the
pre-season."
Kamintzky hopes to improve upon a sophomore campaign in which he led the team with a 4.26 earned run average. He was responsible'for four of the Stags 15 wins last
season and was second on the team in strikeouts with 52.
Kamintzky also led the team in shutouts and was second
on the team in complete games.
"I just want to keep the team in the game as long as I
can when I am out there," Kamintzky says. "I am the only
pitcher in my class that has gotten a substantial amount of innings my freshman and sophomore year. I will try and relay
everything that I have learned to the younger players."
The only left-handed pitcher on the Stags' staff is a key
part of a revamped starting rotation that during the off-season
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Let's spin two: The Stags defense is among the best in
the league.

added 6 foot 3 inch Duke
transfer Paul DeMarco and
standout newcomer Doug
Ciallella '09.
DeMarco arrives at
Fairfield with an impressive ACC pitching resume
which includes leading the
Blue Devils in saves his
freshman year. After sitting
out last season, he is ready
to contribute for the Stags.
Ciallella comes to Fairfield
via Clifton High School
in New Jersey where he
enjoyed a very impressive
pitching career. Ciallella
amassed a 13-6 record, while
recording 131 strikeouts for
his career.
The bullpen will be anchored by right-handed tricaptain Dan Breen '06, who
set the school record last year
in relief appearances with 22
and led the team in saves,
with four. Other right-handers Michael Colucci '07,
Steve Flynn '08, Ryan Hoffman '08, and Matt Kessler
'08 look to provide the Stags
Bill McBain/The Mirror
with much needed depth both
starting and relieving.
Hefty lefty: Kamintzky was the best Stags pitcher as a sophomore. Now, he'll have to
"We improved our front step up as the Stags' true ace if they want to exceed expectations.
line starting pitching while
also creating more depth,"
"Doug is everyday out there," Kamintzky said. "I have
said Head Coach John Slosar, who enters his 22nd season as yet to see him miss a ball or make an error in the fall or in
the Stags' skipper. "Our bullpen will definitely be stronger the preseason."
Another key component to the defense will be the play
as a result and we are going to need them to win games.
Last year pitching was a weak spot for us last year in terms of starting catcher Tom Arpino '06, who led last year's starters with a.996 fielding percentage behind the plate.
The Stags will need Arpino and tri-captain first baseman
"I think a MAAC championship is
John Scaife '06 to pick up where they left off last season
DEFINITELY POSSIBLE," Kamintz- offensively. Scaife led the team in home runs (7) and runs
batted in (47), which were good enough to rank him fifth in
ky says. "We didn't really lose many the MAAC in each category. Other starters that will need to
step it up include tri-captain third-baseman Dewey Raymond
players from last year's team. Everyone '06 and oft lead-off second baseman Brian Schappert '07.
"We are a team that has to get better everyday and the
has been looking really good in the
players have taken it on themselves to do that," Slosar says.
No improvement though, may be more significant than
field in the fall and pre-season.
Kamitzky's. Not since Tom Maisano '04 pitched his last
game in the 2004 season have the Stags had a bona fide ace.
But in Kamitzky, who ressembles Pedro Martinez more than
any other pitcher with his underwhelming physical presence,
of depth and front line starting pitching."
Defense was certainly not a weak spot for the Stags they may have their man.
Though his 2005 ERA was unspectacular, Kamitzky
last year. They were number one in the MAAC in fielding
percentage, with a .967 mark. The defense figures to be as showed streaks of brilliance that, if replicated in 2006,
good or better this season, as the Stags only lose one player could make him one of the best pitchers in the MAAC, if
not in the region.
from its regular group of starters from last year's team.
On April 4 last year against Saint Peter's, he pitched
"Hopefully our defense will be where it was last year,"
starting shortstop Doug Anderson '06 said. "Our chemistry a complete game, four-hit shutout for his first win of the
will definitely be a good thing and it will help us win some year - the only complete game shutout of the year for the
Stags.
games."
But his finest moment came two weeks later against
Anderson looks to keep playing steady at shortstop,
where last season he was an all-MAAC first team selection. Siena. On April 17, he flirted with a no-hitter, holding the
Anderson led last year's team, in runs scored and had nine Saints hitless through seven innings en route to a four-hit
multiple runs batted in outings while amassing a .975 field- victory.
ing percentage in the middle of the diamond.

IMRPOVE YOUR GRADES

> Totally flexible memberships with no long term
commitment required for students
>AII group exercise-programs included - Spinning9.
Yoga. Pilates and new Bosu classes
>-Squash leagues and private lessons for men.
women and juniors

iort

Racquet Jc^lub

226 Old Post Road, Southport,CT
CALL 203-259-0882
www.southportracquetclub.com

